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COMMENTS ON SOME GRAFFITI OF IRUÑA-VELEIA 

 

Miguel Thomson 

 

 

“The final word on the subject must await definitive publication by leading scholars 

of the epigraphy and textual sources of the period”. 

“The study of the graffiti is key – and the specialist report on this material will need 

to include full catalogues that make it possible to relate individual inscribed items to 

their find spot, their composition, and to the scientific tests conducted on the objects. 

Above all, the conclusions drawn need to be peer-reviewed by leading international 

scholars in the field”. 

Dominic Perring (Director of the "Centre for Applied Archaeology & Archaeology South 

East", London). An evaluation of the reliability of the stratigraphic sequences and 

findings described in the "Report on the discoveries of exceptional graffiti in the Roman 

city of Veleia (Iruña de Oca, Alava)" prepared by Idoia Filloy Nieva and Eliseo Gil 

Zubillaga. 20081. 

 

"I agree with the experts of the Committee on the numerous inconsistencies that 

they find within the set in question, but I see nowhere the final checkmate that is 

announced numerous times and never comes". 

Antonio Rodríguez Colmenero (Emeritus Professor of Ancient History, University of 

Santiago de Compostela). Iruña-Veleia: on some unique graffiti discovered at the 

archaeological excavations of the Roman city. An opinion. 20092. 

 

 "The main purpose of this announcement is to assure the scientific community that 

it is true, it is not a fraud that [texts in Basque] have appeared". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui (Professor of Indo-European Linguistics, University of the Basque 

Country). Press conference. 15 June 20063. 

 

"The conviction of being before a forgery is complete without existence of any 

doubt." 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the Advisory Committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia. 20094. 

 

"My opinions can be refuted by other persons or by another committee ... let the 

best archaeometrists in the world come and say something." 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Conference "Linguistic aspects of the inscriptions of Iruña-

Veleia". Discussion. Vitoria-Gasteiz. 25 March 20105. 

 

"[The discussion on Iruña-Veleia] has not been closed well. I have not seen any 

article in any scientific journal." 

Joseba Lakarra (Professor of Basque Philology, University of the Basque Country). 

Interview in diariovasco.com. 1 July 20116. 

 

"Il faut savoir s'incliner devant la realite d'un fait". ("It is necessary to know to bow 

to the reality of a fact"). 

Émile Cartailhac (French archaeologist, 1845-1921). La Grotte d'Altamira, Espagne: Mea 

culpa d'un sceptique7. 1902. (Recognizing his mistake 23 years after denying the 

authenticity of the cave paintings of Altamira.) 
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*       *      *      *      *     * 

 

In 2005 and 2006, the team led by the archaeologist Eliseo Gil discovered at the 

excavation site of Iruña-Veleia, Alava, Spain, more than 400 graffiti with texts in Latin 

and Basque, Latin, Greek, Egyptian and Hebrew names, Christian symbols, and scenes 

of everyday life, which were assigned to the 2nd-5th centuries AD, according to 

stratigraphic dating. In order to study these findings, the Provincial Council of Alava 

(DFA), owner of the site, gathered a committee of experts, most of them professors at the 

local University of the Basque Country. The most prevalent (but not unanimous) opinion 

of the members of the Committee was that the graffiti were forgeries or that they were 

not ancient. Based on this opinion, the local authorities expelled Eliseo Gil from the 

excavation site and sued him as alleged author of the supposed forgery. However, other 

authors have subsequently expressed their disagreements with this opinion, providing 

arguments in favor of the authenticity of the graffiti. In this article, based on data obtained 

from epigraphic databases and from literature searches, an interpretation of the graffiti 

different from that of the Committee’s reports is presented and a critique of the process 

of scientific evaluation leaded by the DFA is made. 

 

 

1. DESCARTES ... or NISCARTO? 

 

"... the surprising reading Descartes comes ... the analytical techniques used do not 

serve to authenticate or falsify ancient epigraphs". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the Advisory Committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

(On the reading "Descartes") "I put a question mark, I cannot assure it."  

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Conference "Linguistic aspects of the inscriptions of Iruña-

Veleia". Discussion. Vitoria, Spain5. 

 

"... the name Descartes comes to the mind, which shows the falsehood of the piece 

bluntly... it does not correspond to any known author". 

Isabel Velázquez (Professor of Latin Philology, Universidad Complutense de Madrid). 

Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia8. 

 

"I have not assumed that the reading is Descartes ... I have not said this ... the issue 

is not whether Miscart or Descartes is read or what you read ... who is the other 

Latin or Greek author we don’t know? ... Who is this man in antiquity? ... you 

cannot read anything comparable to a Latin or Greek author. " 

Isabel Velázquez. Gods, kings and men in the Roman city of Veleia? Round-table 

discussion. Universidad Complutense de Madrid9. 

 

"... The remaining letters lead to identify the first letter as a D and to read Descart, 

which can only be interpreted as the name of the French philosopher of the 17th 

century, DESCARTES. Another interpretation is unlikely ... whose reading ... can 

only be Descartes ". 

Pilar Ciprés Torres and Juan Santos Yanguas (Professors of Ancient History, University 

of the Basque Country). Epigraphic-historical account of the graffiti found at Iruña-Veleia 

in 2005 and 200610. 
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"Here is clearly the beginning of a d. You are reading what I read too. That is, e, s, 

c, a, r, t, Descartes, indeed, indeed, Descartes, a name that should be understood as 

a reference to the French philosopher of the 17th century. " 

Juan Santos Yanguas. Session of the Committee for Culture, Basque and Sports of the 

General Council of Alava11. 

 

"... If Descartes could be clearly read, the suspicion of a hoax could not be denied. 

But, unfortunately for those who consider it genuine, the first letter is blurred, and 

is susceptible of being read D, B, R, or even O in the shape of D, which is seen in the 

Octavio which we will deal with later on. Moreover, such a crude forgery, and such 

a clear one, would put the author of the wrongdoing in a bad position, without any 

need, which, if he did it intentionally so that his deception be discovered, why did he 

take so much work, so much time, and spend so much money on skillfully falsifing 

the rest of the pieces? Personally, I think it more likely that the intention was to 

write a name contemporaneous to the others, such as in the case of Lausiva for 

Lavinia or, as we shall see later, Israel for Ismael, if not simply to engrave 

unconnected letters, a task expected from a learner". 

Antonio Rodríguez Colmenero. Iruña-Veleia: on some unique graffiti discovered at the 

archaeological excavations of the Roman city. An opinion2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. SIINIICA / SOCRATIIS / VIRGIL / NISCART[ ]. Ref. 1170912. 

 

Comment 

 

Of all the graffiti discovered at the archaeological excavations of Iruña-Veleia, the only 

one that would be impossible would be that which, according to the authors of the reports 

submitted to the DFA, supposedly contains the name "Descartes". It would be the only 
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"Drink Coca-Cola", metaphorically speaking, pointed out by some proponents of the 

falsehood of the graffiti, which would give them the reason plainly, rendering useless any 

analysis on physical evidence. It is a strange coincidence that the authors of the reports 

propose such a reading, not as a hypothesis among others, but as the only possible or a 

highly probable one. It seems that in this case, as in many others along their reports, the 

reading and interpretation that they make of the graffiti point always in one direction, in 

order to try to demonstrate their falsehood, when other readings and interpretations are 

possible. In the case of "Descartes" the bias with which such improbable reading of a 

graffito from an archaeological layer of Roman time is proposed is obvious, which 

subsequently led the philologists Isabel Velázquez9 and Joaquín Gorrochategui5 to 

publicly rectify their reports, stating not having asserted or not being able to assure that 

the reading of the graffito is Descartes, when the truth is that in their reports they proposed 

it very explicitly as a proof of falsehood. 

But let's analyse the graffito in question. First, the reading cannot literally be 

DESCARTES; in any case, it could be read as DIISCARTIIS, a spelling of the name of 

the French philosopher never documented. Second, the first letter cannot be read reliably, 

since, due to erosions, the lower part cannot be seen. Is D the only possible reading? The 

authors of the reports of the DFA’s committee say so, although the archaeologists were 

more inclined towards an M13, consisting of the two strokes joined at an angle over the 

vertical line on the left and a possible line that would link the oblique line on the left with 

the vertical one on the right. The reading of an M is also proposed in his report by Hector 

Iglesias, who suggests that the name is that of the Phoenician deity Miskar14. An 

alternative reading is proposed in this comment, which is NISCART[...]. This reading 

derives from the shape of many Ns of the Veleian graffiti (including the N of SIINIICA 

two lines above), some of which are shown in Figure 1. In them the oblique line is curved, 

with a downside concavity, so that, if we remove the vertical line on the right and the 

bottom of the two other strokes, it resembles the upper part of a D. But if you look at the 

DIs of the Veleian graffiti (Fig. 1), the separation between the D and the I and the 

curvature of the D are not very consistent with what we see in "Descartes", which would 

be more consistent with an N with a curved oblique stroke (in the figure the erased part 

of the letter is completed and an N is reconstructed). As for the possibility of reading an 

M, the oblique line on the right is very shallow compared with the other strokes of the 

letters of the graffito, and it seems rather an accidental scratch, as others that are seen in 

the graffito and marked in the figure with ellipses.  

NISCART[ ], could be continued with an O on the right (as in Virgilio and other 

names of the 2nd declension of graffiti of Iruña-Veleia ending in -O). If this is the reading, 

who was NISCARTO? Written thus it corresponds to no known name in Greco-Roman 

antiquity. It is possible that, as suggested by Rodríguez Colmenero, our ignorance of the 

name derives from a spelling error2. Such errors are very common in names written in 

Latin antiquity, both in graffiti and other inscriptions15-18, and are also seen in Iruña-

Veleia, as Lausiva for Lavinia, Arcanio for Ascanio, Proserfina for Proserpina, Perefone 

for Persephone or ab Galimatea for Arimathea12. What is the name of an ancient Greek 

or Latin author which could have been misspelled as Niscarto? One that reasonably might 

have been thus written is that of the Greek comic poet of the 4th century BC Nicostratos 

(Nicostratus in Latin), son of the playwriter Aristophanes19. How can Niscarto derive 

from Nicostratus? Following some elementary phonetic rules, as explained graphically 

below. The initial change would be a loss of the unstressed vowel by syncopation, a trivial 

change in vulgar Latin20,21. Syncopation would lead to the formation of the trt cluster, 

unpronounceable for a Latin or Basque speaker, which would cause displacement or 

metathesis21 of the previous syllable, which, in turn, would result in another 
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unpronounceable consonant cluster, leading to the metathesis of the S to the first syllable. 

The change from O to A is banal, perhaps influenced by the A that was lost, and in fact it 

is documented in Latin inscriptions16,22, such as faras for foras (CIL 06 13070), prabato 

for probato (CIL 03 02007), quandam for quondam (CIL 13, 8384, CIL 03 7508, CIL 03 

12054 = 14128), Petranius for Petronius (CIL 05 04612), or Amphale for Omphale (CIL 

05, 3516, CIL 05 03312). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. From Nicostrato to Niscarto. 

 

The name Nicostratus and its declensions appear in at least 65 ancient Latin 

inscriptions, two in Hispania22. Although the Greek playwriter with that name is now 

hardly known, it is likely that in antiquity knowledge of him was much more widespread, 

as evidenced by the existence of the Latin sentence on the comic poet saying "Ut 

Nicostratus omnia faciam" (everything I will do as Nicostratus ), referring to a well made 

and successful action23. 

In addition to Nicostratus, a second possibility is that the proposed Niscarto might 

derive from Nicarchos (Nicarchus in Latin), a Greek epigrammatic poet24. Its 

transformation into Niscarto requires inserting an epenthetic s before the c and the change 

of c into ch (pronounced /k/ in Latin and very frequently transcribed as c in Latin 

inscriptions15,21,25). Epenthetic s are documented in Latin, as in quadrisporticos, 

Dasmasco or resticulas in the Itinerarium Antonini Placentini (6th century AD)20, 

"corusucus non Scoriscus" in Appendix Probi15 or scarie for caries in an inscription (CIL 

10 06 656)22. The change of ch to t is also documented in Latin inscriptions, as Artlaus 

for Archelaus (CIL 03, 11240) or sartofago for sarcophagus (CIL 03, 08742)16,22 and can 

be influenced by a phenomenon of dissimilation21. Nicarchus is documented in Latin 

epigraphy, appearing in at least 7 inscriptions as Nicarchus/o/i or Nicarcus22. 

The presence of a Greek poet, whether it be Nicostratus or Nicarchus, in a graffito 

after Virgil has some logic, since, if after a Latin philosopher, Seneca, there is a Greek 

philosopher, Socrates, it is reasonable to expect that after a Latin poet a Greek poet would 

go. The reading Miscar referred to a Phoenician deity, suggested by Hector Iglesias14, 

would not have much logic in a list of Latin and Greek writers, apart form the fact that 

this reading would fail to explain the t. With regard to "Descartes", this reading is 

impossible in Roman times, so that any unprejudiced person would never consider it as 

the first or only possibility (and even less, he or she would propose it in a scientific report), 

especially considering that (1) the archaeologists say that the piece comes from an intact 

stratum in an excavation of Roman time, which were carried out with the highest 

professional standards, according to two expert reports1,26; (2) the archaeologists have 

shown their competence, honesty and professionalism over many years; (3) forgeries on 

findings made during the course of a professional archaeological excavation are 

excepcionally rare, with no precedents of one in a modern professional archaeological 

excavation of the magnitude as that proposed in Iruña-Veleia27; (4) the self-denouncing 

of the forgery that such a reading would imply would be absurd and would go against the 

interests of the forgers2; (5) writing the name of a modern author with ancient characters 

NICOSTRATO 

A 

NISCARTO 
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(II for E) is not documented and has no logical explanation; and (6) there are other 

possible and much more probable readings. 

If the reading is Niscarto, as here proposed, and it corresponds to one of the two 

mentioned Greek poets, Nicostratus or Nicarchus, the presence of any of these names in 

a recent forgery would be very difficult to explain, since both authors are very little known 

in modern times, and also considering that the spelling errors implied would require an 

advanced knowledge of Vulgar Latin. As Hector Iglesias pointed out, the level of 

erudition of the forgers would be extremely high, even higher than that of the philologists 

of the Committee constituted by the DFA for the study of findings14, something really 

unlikely. Taken together, the evidences and arguments here presented make the 

hypothesis of modern forgery of the graffito highly unlikely, being most probable that it 

is from Roman times.  

 

 

2. NEFERTITI 

 

"The mention of Nefertiti is much more surprising ... Manetho does not provide this 

name ... because she was not a pharaoh and because the last pharaoh of the 

eighteenth dynasty, because of the heresy of Amenhotep IV or Akhenaten, suffered 

a total damnatio memoriae by the pharaohs of the 19th dinasty ... there is no mention 

of this personality in any Greco-Roman source and quite possibly her memory had 

also disappeared from Egyptian sources themselves ... our knowledge of this 

character is entirely modern, from the moment when her tomb was discovered in 

early 20th century... Our graffito with the Nefertiti legend would imply the existence 

of an alternative to Manetho’s tradition that must rely on original Egyptian 

documents that would have kept the memory of the history of Akhenaten’s 

revolution. Both the list of the temple of Abydos (built by Seti) and the list of Karnak 

omit the names of the heretics of Amarna. The same can be said about the list of 

Saqqara, which appeared in the tomb of a royal scribe from the time of Ramesses II 

... Nefertiti is said by convention in most modern languages, but not in German or 

Hungarian, where she is called Nofretete and Nofertiti respectively ... it is surprising 

that the three names in the graffiti of Iruña (Ramses, Seti and Nefertiti) appear in 

the form in which we are accustomed to see in recent times, and not in some of the 

most widespread versions of antiquity ". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. The arms of philology28. 

 

"On the other hand, from the points of view of both Greek and Latin, adopting a 

name of -i theme (as Nefertiti and Nefertari) requires a correct nominative in -s; we 

should therefore expect (not to mention all the objections pointed out in “Arms”) 

forms like Nefertitis, Nefertaris ". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the Advisory Committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

“Nefertiti and Nefertari are two modern transcriptions of the ancient names. In 

ancient Egyptian, phonetic transcription of the name is somewhat different. It is 

unknown how they were transcribed in Greek, because they are not mentioned in 

classical sources. This fact casts doubt on the authenticity of the inscription, because 

these two queens are not remembered in lists of kings or later historical writings. 

The first one, Nefertiti, wife of the "heretic pharaoh" Akhenaten, was erased from 

historical memory intentionally. It is highly unlikely that she would be remembered 
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in a 3rd century AD graffito written with Latin characters and found on the other 

end of the Mediterranean”. 

José Manuel Galán Allué (Ph.D. in Egyptology). List and analysis of graffiti containing 

alleged hieroglyphic signs and Egyptian names found in Iruña-Veleia29. 

 

"They are obvious mistakes expected from a beginner in the knowledge of the 

Egyptian dynasties". 

Antonio Rodríguez Colmenero. Iruña-Veleia: on some unique graffiti which appeared in 

the archaeological excavations of the Roman city. An opinion2. 

 

"Which are the true elements, which are presumably more ‘definitive’, which are 

currently available to the community of scholars in the state of knowledge that are 

theirs today, allowing to assert that at the beginning of our era the common of 

mortals, in Egypt or elsewhere in the Empire, had never heard speaking about a 

queen known as Nefertiti?".  

Hector Iglesias (Doctor in Basque Studies). The inscriptions of Veleia-Iruña14. 

 

“…the Amarna debacle, with all its characters and events, had not been lost to the 

collective memory of Egypt, but had survived in some form […] the Amarna period 

had also become a subject of the story-maker, but the nature of the story is wholly 

unknown save for the virtual certainty that it preserved the names of the four rulers 

of the period and a number of events in which they participated.”  

Donald B. Redford. Pharaonic king-lists, annals and day-books30. 

 

 
Fig. 3. NIIFIIRTITI. Ref. 1239112. 

 

 
Fig. 4. NIIPIIRTITI NIIPIIRTATI HAMSII. Ref. 1239212. 

 

Comment 

 

"Nefertiti" is another graffito that has been deemed impossible or highly unlikely in 

ancient Roman times. For some, it would be like a second "Drink Coca-Cola" of Iruña-

Veleia’s graffiti, although not as obvious as "Descartes". In this case, it is not that the 

person did not exist in ancient times, but it is said in two reports, those of Gorrochategui28 

and of the Egyptologist Galán29, that it is highly unlikely (but not impossible) that the 

name could have been known in Greco-Roman antiquity. And, in case it was known, 

according to Gorrochategui, it would be very unlikely to have been written like today, 
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based on two arguments: 1) The name is written Nofretete in German and Hungarian28; 

2) Nefertiti does not have the -is ending, as would be expected for the usual Greek 

transcription of ancient Egyptian names4. To the first of the objections, it must be replied 

that the name in Hungarian is influenced by German, which in turn derives from the word 

meaning good or beautiful in Coptic, a language spoken many centuries after the time in 

which Nefertiti lived or in which the Egyptian priest Manetho wrote in Greek the history 

of Egypt (Aegyptiaca) (3rd century BC). Therefore, it is irrelevant how Nefertiti's name is 

written in German or Hungarian (for the same reason that is irrelevant for a Latin graffito, 

for example, that the Egyptian deities known in Greek, Latin and almost all modern 

languages as Isis, Osiris and Serapis in Italian are written Iside, Osiride and Serapide). 

What is important is how Manetho (or some other Greek or Latin author of antiquity) 

would have written the name. And we know from the surviving fragments of his work, 

that Manetho would most likely have transcribed the NFR (= good, beautiful) of the 

Egyptian hieroglyph of Nefertiti as νεϕερ (nepher in Latin transcription) because that is 

how the same hieroglyph in the name of pharaoh Nephercheres (νεϕερχερης) is 

transcribed in Aegyptiaca31. As for the loss of final –s in Nefertiti, it should be born in 

mind that the graffito of Iruña-Veleia is not written in Greek, but in Latin, and that the 

loss of final -s in Latin inscriptions is a phenomenon widely documented in 

Antiquity16,18,20,32 (also in Hispania)34, of which there are plenty of examples, such as 

magi, qui, quisqui, quisque, Castresi, trasea (= transeas), manu (= manus) and idu in 

Pompeii17,18, or these other inscriptions22 (inscriptions in Hispania Citerior with words 

ending in -is are mostly shown): 

 

Publication: Conimbri 00357b 

Province: Lusitania     Place: Condeixa-a-Velha / Conimbriga 

Duatius / tacim / Filiu(s) fe / lat te 

 

 
 

Publication: CIL 09 00104 

Province: Apulia et Calabria / Regio II    Place: Brindisi / Brundisium 

L(ucius) Cuspiu[s] / primu(s) v(ixit) a(nnos) / XXV h(ic) s(itus) 

 

Publication: CIL 08 21145 

Province: Mauretania Caesariensis    Place: Cherchell / Caesarea 

Bervius Beruli f(ilius) / {E}h(i)c situ(s) is{s}t / an(n)u et duo me(n)s{s} / e(s!) 

 

Publication: HEp-14, AE = 00076 2005 00860 

Province: Hispania citerior    Place: Solarana 

Valeriu(s) / [vete]ranu(s) / an [3] / a [3] / m(erito?) 

 

Publication: PizV 00118 = HEp-10, 00498 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Salvatierra de Tormes 

Fig. 5. DUATIUS TACIM 

FILIU(S) FELA(T) TE.  
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] Iliu(s) / Rufini / [[Sulurus]] / Lolus[[tu]] / Flaini / Principiu(s) / [Ma]rcillinu(s) / [3] 

Actian[3] / Nonnelle 

 

Publication: MiliariHispanico 00649 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Lugo de Llanera / Lucus Augusti 

Aram / Laribu(s) / Vialibu(s) 

 

Publication: AE 1998 00777th 

Province: Hispania citerior   Place: La Maja / Calagurris 

Circienses Mun(icipi?) Calag<u=O>rri(s) Iul(iae?) Pri(die) Ides Decembres C(aio) 

Sempronio Avito L(ucio) Aemilio Paetino II [vi]r(is) 

 

Publication: Aquae Flaviae Miliari Hispanico 00529 = 00583 

Province: Hispania citerior      Place: Baños de Molgas / Aquae Flaviae 

] Pont(ifici) maximum tribunici / ae potestati(s) consul(i) III ter / proc(onsuli) patri 

patriae 

 

Publication: Auctarium-N, 00275 = HEp-05, 00754 

Province: Hispania citerior    Place: Valdemaluque 

Pergamidi / L(uci) O( ) C( ) ancilla / h(ic) s(ita) e(st) an(norum) XXX / Helius con / 

tubernali(s) / et Musice f(ilia) / tua fec(e)r(unt) 

 

Publication: CIBalear 00019 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: La Puebla / Sa Pobla 

P(ublius) Arul(us) L S Hispali(s) met(alla) 

 

Publication: CIL 02 ERLara 02854 = 00197 = 00095 ERAlavesa 

Province: Hispania citerior      Place: Quintanilla de las Vinas 

T(e) r(ogo) p(raeteriens) d(ic) s(it) t(ibi) t(erra) l(evis) / Ilarioni / Flav[i] and Carpet[i] / 

Uxama[e] Barcen / si(s) servo an(norum) XX 

 

Publication: CIL 02 ERAlavesa 02924 = 00019 = 00186 Plateau 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Miranda 

Uvarnae / pro salute / Estiteri f / a(b)r<i=S>tigno / [r]um Anto / [or]us [F]lavos / 

Neviensi(s) / v(otum) [ 

 

Publication: ERCantab 00050 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Retortillo de Soria / Iuliobriga 

Potili Diogeni(s) 

 

Publication: ERCantab 00090 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Retortillo de Soria / Iuliobriga 

Vale(n)ti(s) 

 

Publication: IRPAlbacete-C, 00,001th = HEp-01, 00033 = HEp-06, 00054 = AE 1990 

00,626th = AE 1995 00926 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: La Camareta 

Marturius fecit / [d]ie {D}Iovi(s) sanus su / bit sanus redet / decendet 

 

Publication: IRPLeon ERPLeon 00310 = 00311 = AE 1961, +00345 
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Province: Hispania citerior    Place: Soto de la Vega 

Ex auct / oritate / Ti(beri) Claud / i Caesari(s) / Aug(usti) / Germani / ci Imp(eratoris) te 

/ rminus / Prator / um c(o)ho(rtis) / IIII Gallo(rum) / int(e)r c(o)ho(rtem) / IIII Gallo(rum) 

/ et inter / Civitate(m) / Luggo / num 

 

Publication: IValladolid 00020 = HEp-12, 00543 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Tudela de Duero 

Domitius Fronto / ni(s) f(ilius) Marull(a) and uxori / an(n)orum XXXXV / I f(aciendum) 

<c= Q>urav / [i]t 

 

Publication: CIL 02 04970,500a 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Tarragona / Tarraco 

Suavi(s) / L(uci) Titi 

 

Publication: CIL 02 06257.067 

Province: Hispania citerior     Place: Ampurias / Empuries / Emporiae 

Dioc(h)ari(s) 

 

Publication: CIL 02 06257,103d 

Province: Hispania citerior      Place: Ampurias / Empuries / Emporiae 

Of(ficina) Labioni(s) 

 

Only in Hispania Citerior, there are at least 70 inscriptions omiting the final -s in words 

ending in -us and 47 that omit it in words ending in –is. Loss of –s is also very common 

in Celtic names ending in -o(s) in Latin inscriptions of La Graufesenque, France32. 

Moreover, there are names of Egyptian pharaohs in the preserved fragments of Manetho's 

work ending in -i, -e, or -o without final -s: Othoi, Momcheiri, Kyphi, Osorcho, Cho, 

Nechao, Naracho, Nectanebo, Phruoro, Amesse31. Therefore, both objections of 

Gorrochategui to the way the name Nefertiti is written Iruña-Veleia vanish. If Manetho 

would probably have written the Nfr of Nefertiti as Nepher (in Latin transcription), is 

there any problem that the rest of the name would have been transcribed as today? The 

modern transcription of Nefertiti derives from the reading that was made from 

hieroglyphs, according to which the part of the name of the Egyptian queen after Nefer is 

usually transcribed as tjty. Is it impossible or extremely unlikely that Manetho coincides 

with modern Egyptologists in the reading of the name of Nefertiti? Comparing the 

spellings of pharaohs’ names appearing in Manetho with those derived from modern 

reading of the hieroglyphs, we see that, although in some cases they have no apparent 

resemblance or have a distant one, in others they are very similar or almost identical. 

Among them there are the following examples, in which the name as written in the 

conserved fragments of Manetho31, transliterated into the Latin alphabet, and at the right, 

the modern spelling from the hyeroglyphs35,36 are shown:  

 

Nephercheres - Neferkare, Neferirkare 

Mencheres - Menkaure, Menkauhor 

Sephres - Sahure 

Onnos - Unas 

Nitocris - Neterkare 

Amusis, Amosis, Amoses, Amos - Ahmose 

Amenophis, Amenophthis, Amenophath - Amenhotep 

Ramesses - Ramessu 
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Sethos - Seti 

Nectanebo - Nekhtnebef 

Menes - Meni 

Kaiechos - Kakau 

Ammenemes, Amenses - Amenmesisu 

Osorcho, Osorthon - Osorkon 

Sesonchis - Sheshonq 

Sabaco - Shabaka 

Nechao - Nekau 

Psametichos - Psametik 

Siphthas – Siptah 

 

Given these similarities, the transcription Nephertitis or Nephertiti by Manetho of the 

hieroglyph that in modern times is transcribed as Nefertiti is not implausible. 

Did Nefertiti disappear with her husband, the pharaoh Akhenaten, from the 

historical records of ancient Egypt, as a consequence of damnatio memoriae by the 

pharaohs of the 19th dynasty towards the heretic Amarna pharaohs of the 18th dynasty? 

Gorrochategui and Galán claim that she did, on the grounds that Akhenaten does not 

appear in the preserved fragments of Manetho's work, or in the works of other Greek and 

Latin authors, or in the lists of pharaohs of Abydos, Saqqara and Karnak. However, these 

lists also omit many other names of pharaohs who are mentioned in the work of 

Manetho30,36. Therefore, they could not have been the sources of this author, who must 

have relied on more complete lists, such as the Turin list (which is the only list of pharaohs 

from ancient Egypt of historical character conserved to the present time30) and in written 

documents based on oral tradition and the reading of the hieroglyphic inscriptions of 

monuments30. Furthermore, the list of Karnak only reaches up to Thutmose III (1479-

1425 BC), during whose life time it was made24,30, and therefore it could not have 

included Akhenaten (who died in 1338-1337 BC). As for the lists of Abydos and Saqqara, 

their function was not historical but religious, being used to make offerings to the 

pharaohs of the past30,35,36. Seti I and his son Ramesses II, at whose time the list of Abydos 

was made and placed on the walls of temples, or the royal scribe of Ramesses II, Tjuneroy, 

in whose sepulchral chapel the Saqqara list was found, did not want to include Akhenaten 

and the other pharaohs followers of his heresy in their religious offerings, and that was 

the reason why their names were omitted, not because they were unaware of their 

existence or wanted to make them disappear from history30,36. There were lists of 

pharaohs of historical character in ancient Egypt that are more complete than those of 

Abydos and Saqqara, of which the only currently preserved is the Canon of Turin, 

although it is unknown whether it includes Akhenaten, since the preserved remains do 

not reach the 18th dynasty, to which the mentioned pharaoh belongs. Contrary to the 

opinion of Gorrochategui, the Egyptologist Gary Greenberg argues that Manetho (whose 

work is very fragmentary, being preserved only in quotations from other authors30,31,35,36) 

included Akhenaten in the list of pharaohs with the name Amenophis, corresponding to 

Amenhotep IV, his name before changing it to Akhenaten, since the duration of the reign 

of one of the pharaohs of the 18th dynasty named Amenophis mentioned by Manetho 

coincides with the sum of the length of the reigns of Akhenaten and his successor 

Smenkhkare (who continued the Amarna heresy)37,38. Another Egyptologist, Donald 

Redford, also states that the names of the Amarna pharaohs, including Akhenaten under 

the name Acherres, appear in Manetho, who probably obtained the information from that 

period from written documents available at temples reflecting the oral tradition and the 

reading of hieroglyphs inscribed on monuments, still preserved in times of Manetho30. If 
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Manetho mentioned Akhenaten, he might have also mentioned Akhenaten’s wife 

Nefertiti, who some authors posit that was co-regent with her husband, and even pharaoh 

after his death, with the name Smenkhkare39. Even if she had not been pharaoh or regent, 

Nefertiti was a person of great importance in her time, so that she could have been 

mentioned in Manetho’s Aegyptiaca, which is not only a list of pharaohs and dynasties, 

but also contains narratives on historical episodes31, such as that about the priest Osarsef, 

included by Josephus in his book "Against Apion" and who the mentioned author 

identifies with Moses31,45 (a narrative that, according to Donald Redford, reflects 

historical events that took place at the Amarna period and were transmitted through oral 

tradition30). 

Despite all these arguments, supporting the possibility that Nefertiti was 

mentioned by Manetho, the appearance of a graffito with the name Nefertiti at an 

archaeological excavation in a layer of Roman times is really surprising, since this name 

is not documented in Greco-Roman antiquity, and could cause an understandable 

perplexity to any Egyptologist. But this is not the only graffito of Iruña-Veleia in which 

the name of the Egyptian queen appears, but in addition to NIIFIIRTITI (No. 12391) there 

is another graffito written NIIPIIRTITI NIIPIIRTATI HAMSII (No. 12392)22 (Fig. 4), 

which is not explicitly mentioned in the report of Gorrochategui4,28 (but it is in the report 

of the historian Rodríguez Colmenero4), although Gorrochategui28 mentions a graffito 

with the name Nefertari, which probably corresponds to a misreading of Nepertati. What 

explanation could be given for the writing of the names of the Egyptian queens Nefertiti 

and Nefertari as Nepertiti and Nepertati in a modern forgery? And who was Hamse, and 

how could his appearance in a modern graffito be explained? We don’t know which is 

the interpretation that Gorrochategui made of this graffito, since he does not comment on 

it, while Galán read incorrectly Nefertiti and Nefertari, omitting any comments on 

Hamse29. The names of the two Egyptian queens have never been written in modern times 

as they are in this graffito, which is inconsistent with the hypothesis of a recent forgery. 

Nor have they been written in modern times as Nephertiti or Nephertari (and, in any case, 

the confusion of f for p is unexplainable for a Spanish speaker). Nepertiti and Nepertati 

can only be explained from the writing of the names as Nephertiti(s) and Nephertari(s) in 

the Latin transcription of the Greek language in which Manetho wrote his Aegyptiaca, in 

which the ph would have been written as p, a spelling error very common in ancient Latin 

inscriptions and graffiti15-18,21,25,41 (e.g., in Pompeii: Nype, elepantu, Sympore, Aprodite, 

Eupemus5,69) and the final –s was omitted, an omission also very common in Roman 

times16,18,20,32-34. The error of the ending -tis instead of -ris of Nefertaris also has an 

explanation by analogy with Latin words ending in -tati(s), such as libertati(s), 

pubertati(s) or paupertati(s) (in the same way that Galimatea - not "Galimatías" - for ab 

Arimathea, in another Veleian graffito, is explained by analogy with Galilea14 but is 

inexplicable in a modern forgery). With regard to HAMSII, it may correspond to pharaoh 

Ramesses II, husband of Nefertari, whom Manetho, as quoted by Josephus in his book 

"Against Apion", mentions under the name Harmesses Miamun31,40. The transformation 

of Harmesses into Hamse can be explained without difficulty by syncopation with loss of 

the central e, with subsequent simplification of the consonant cluster -rms- into -ms- and 

loss of final -s. The consonant cluster ms, despite the opinion of Gorrochategui in his 

comment on the Veleian graffito "Ramses"4 (which in any case is not written thus, but 

unequivocally Ramases12) poses no difficulty in Latin. In fact there is at least a Latin 

word, hiems (=winter) containing ms. In Latin inscriptions, we find22 sumsit or sumsi (5 

inscriptions), consumsit, consumserat, consumsent, presumserit (3 inscriptions), Samson 

(5 inscriptions, one in a ring-seal of the province of Córdoba of Visigothic time - Fig. 6), 
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Amseus, Namsete or Samsera and samsucu in "Excerpta to Vinidarius" of Apicius (4th 

century AD)41. 

 

 
Fig. 6. SAMSON EPSCPS. CIL 02-07, 00643a. Córdoba, Spain22. 

 

Publication: CIL 04 01940 (p 704) 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I    Place: Pompei 

Arescusa prudent[r] / sumsit sibi caste muthunium 

 

Publication: BCTH-1923-CLI 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: Dougga / Thugga 

L(ucius) Amseus Fe[lix 

 

Publication: BCTH-1943 / 45-426 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: As Sars / Le Sers 

D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Artoria Nam / sete vixit an(us) / [ 

 

Therefore, Nepertiti, Nepertati and Hamse have misspellings expected from the 

point of view of Vulgar Latin in ancient Egyptian names written in Greek as Nephertitis, 

Nephertaris and Harmesses (=Ramesses). These last two names cannot have been the 

object of damnatio memoriae, since they correspond to a pharaoh of the 19th dynasty and 

his wife, who lived after the Amarna heresy. All names of people and Egyptian deities 

present in the graffiti of Iruña-Veleia except Nefertiti and Nefertari, as well as the city of 

Hermopolis, appear in the surviving fragments of Manetho’s Aegyptiaca, and, therefore, 

it is likely that the author or authors of such graffiti knew that work in detail. Manetho, 

although his work is only very fragmentarily preserved in quotations from other much 

later authors31,35,36,38, was very popular in ancient times, as evidenced by the fact that his 

name or his works are cited by many authors of Antiquity, including Plutarch, Josephus, 

Tertullian, Eusebius, Sextus Julius Africanus, Theodoret, Aelian, Diogenes Laertius, 

Porphyrius, Eustace, Joannes Laurentius Lydus, Cosmas Indicopleustes and Joannes 

Malalas35,36. But, going back to the previous question, if the graffito NIIPIIRTITI 

NIIPIIRTATI HAMSII is explainable from the Vulgar Latin from the Greek of Manetho, 

what is its explanation from the perspective of a modern forgery? Simply, there is no 

credible explanation of why a modern forger could have decided to spell the names of 

Nefertiti, Nefertari and Ramses as they are written in Iruña-Veleia, which implies a 

detailed knowledge of the work of Manetho in Greek by the alleged forger, including 

fragments that have not been preserved, or of some other unknown ancient author who 

had written in Greek on the history of Egypt, and of the spelling errors common in Vulgar 

Latin seen in ancient Latin epigraphy. Since there is a more logical and simple 

explanation, i.e., that these names come from non-conserved  fragments of Manetho or 

other author writing in Greek language and that they were written in ancient Roman times, 

containing errors common in Vulgar Latin, this should be considered the most likely 
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possibility, especially taking into acount that this hypothesis, based on linguistic 

considerations, coincides with the stratigraphic dating performed by archaeologists in an 

excavation made with the highest professional standards, as deemed by prestigious 

international archaeologists1,26, is consistent with the writing of II for E (only documented 

in Antiquity) and has not been deemed impossible in any of the reports of the DFA 

committee. 

 

 

3. DEIDRE 

 

"It is a modern woman’s name of Irish origin, a simplification of its standard form 

Deirdre". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

"It is a female name of Irish origin, since it corresponds to the name of a tragic 

heroine of the medieval Irish mythology, whose story is part of the Ulster Cycle. The 

name makes it impossible to use in a relevant context in the mid-third century AD 

... Deidre, Deirdre variant ". 

Pilar Ciprés Torres and Juan Santos Yanguas. Epigraphic-historical account of the graffiti 

found in Iruña-Veleia in 2005 and 200610. 

 

"Deidre, according to Josh Mittleman (1997), who cites Corraiu and Maguire (1990) 

or Withycombe (1977), derives from the name of the mythological Irish heroine 

Deirdre, whose use is attested only from medieval times, and ‘only in modern times 

it is ocassionally misspelled Dierdre and Deidre’" 

Julio Núñez (Professor of Archaeology, University of the Basque Country). Report on 

iconographic motifs42. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Deidre Pav (...). Ref. 1129312. 

 

Comment 

 

First, names in Latin inscriptions documented only once are very common, especially 

indigenous names, of which there are many examples in Spain22. For example, without 

going further away, considering only names in Latin inscriptions found at Iruña de Oca 

before the graffiti object of the present controversy, we have Turaesamicius, Aunnia, 

Atea, Ausivos and Illuna, which are not documented in any other of more than 400,000 

inscriptions in Epigraphik Datenbank22. Second, there may be casual homophony of 

names not due to an etymological cause: for example, Maite (= María Teresa, Spanish), 

Maite (= beloved, Basque); Mickey (English), Miki (Japanese). Examples in Latin 

inscriptions are Tamaco (dative), which has a Japanese homophone, Tamako, and Atea, 

in Iruña, which is identical to a Tahitian name43 (are they also fakes?): 
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Publication: AEA 1983-1992 ILLPRON = 00746, 00350 = AEA 1999/00 2001/02 AEA 

= +00019, +00027 = AE 1986 00539 

Province: Noricum    Place: Zollfeld / Virunum 

Safrio / Tamaco / Quarta / mater / v(iva) f(ecit) 

 

Publication: CIL 02 05 818 = ERAlavesa 00092 

Province: Hispania citerior    Place: Iruña / Veleia 

] / Atea uxor / h(ic) s(ita) e(st)  

 

Third, to find parallels for names inscribed on objects from a Roman archaeological layer, 

one should first look in databases of Latin epigraphy, not in contemporary databases or 

general search engines of web pages, because for any name that is entered into the search, 

many similarities may occur by chance. 

      Searching in databases of Latin inscriptions22 for parallels of Deidre, while no identical 

name is found, we find similar ones: Dido, Dida, Dide, Dydei, Didae, Didda, Didius, 

Didius, Dydie, Deida, Deidia, Deidius, Dendre, Dedre (coincidentally, Dida, Dide and 

Didda are also modern names in Danish and Swedish, variants of Ditte44): 

 

Publication: CIL 15, 05175 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Didae 

 

Publication: CIL 15, 06406 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Dida 

 

Publication: CIL 11 04425 (p 1368) 

Province: Umbria / Regio VI    Place: Amelia / Ameria 

Nonius Dida viator / sibi et fecit / [P]h[ile] mationi uxori 

 

Publication: ILM IAM-00124 = 02-02, 00454  

Province: Mauretania Tingitana    Place: Volubilis 

Antoniae / Didei (!) / Sex(tus) Antonius / Valerinus / posuit 

 

Publication: 1998 AE, 01118 

Province: Upper Moesia    Place: Dugacka Razvala 

D(is) M(anibus) / Mucala / Dydie vixit / anni (s) sexagi / nta Pirusala / Pirula fecit co<niug 

= LOE>i suo 

 

Publication: SPA-169-258 = AE 2006, 01866 

Province: Provincia incerta    Place: ? 

] VIV [3] / [3] VA M(arcum) Aurel(ium) Aulusa[num qui] / [fuit (?) L]ectarius former 

provincia Th[rac(ia)] / [civis civ]itatis Plaution<o = A>poli mil[es] / [factus i]n leg (ione) 

XXII P(rimigenia) P(ia) F(ideli) a divo Anton[ino] / [Mag]no pr(idie) Kal(endas) 

Mart(ias) co(n)s (ulibus) s(upra) s(criptis) id[em] / [duplar]ius (?) ex missus sacra 

[Auctori] / [tate d(omini)] n(ostri) Aug Gordiani Aug(usti) Id(ibus) [3] / [Sabino II] et 

Venusto co(n)s(ulibus) h[on(esta) missione] / [3 F]alco leg(atus) Aug(usti) pr(o) 

[pr(aetore) prov(inciae) Germ(aniae)] / [superioris sacramento solvit (?) //] / [3]les / [3]s 

// [3]M[1]OR[3] / Dydei v(eteranus) [3] / Tharsa v(eteranus) [3] / Aulupor v(eteranus) [ 
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Publication: CIL 06, 33870 (3896 p) = CIL 06 37,775th = CIL 01 01411 (p 840, 980) = 

D ILLRP 07471 = 00794 = 00003 = AE 1900 Caro, 00176 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Vivit / C(aius) Vergili(us) C(ai) l(ibertus) / Genti(us) lanius / ab luco Lubent(ina) / 

Deidiae Didia(e) l(ibertae) / Sextulae / in front(e) p (edes) X // V / in AGRU (m!) p (edes) 

XX 

 

Publication: AE 1990 AE 1992 = 00359, 00644 

Province: Liguria / Regio IX    Place: Asti / Up 

Q(uintus) Didius | (mulieris) l(ibertus) Savius / sibi et / Didiae Q(uinti) l(ibertae) Elenae 

/ matri 

 

Publication: CIL 08 = CIL 00811 08 12270 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: Bu Fatis, Hanshir / Avitta Bibba 

Dis Manibus sacr(um) / Octavia rogata Octavi Severi fil(ia) pia vixit ann(os) LXX 

m(enses) II / Masupius Rogatianus maritus eius pius vixit ann(os) LXX m(enses) II / Aelii 

Primus et Felix et Secundianus Aeli Primi Masupiani fili(i) et / Secundianus Didda et 

Campani heredes ex HS V mil(le) n(ummum) faciumdum / curaverunt eo amplius solo a 

se comparato. 

Publication: Aquitania-17-261  

Province: Aquitania          Place: Dax / Aquae Tarbellicae  

Leontio / f(ilio) Leontio / [3] D{e}idio / Iovino // <V=B>o/lave/runt / manus / 

ped<e=I>s quicumqu<e=I> le[vavit] / anul[um] / oculique(?) [3]i [3] / imm[e]rgo(?) i[3] 

/ ru[3] / e[  

Publication: CIL 06 10517 

Province: Rome     Place: Rome 

Dis / Manibus / Acilia / Dendre / posuit / Aciliae / Receptae / vern(a)e / suae  

 

Publication: ILLRP-S, = AE 00144 1991 00629 

Province: Umbria / Regio VI    Place: Trevi / Trebia 

] ATIETE in / []laga Dedre 

 

Of these names, Deida and Dide are possible variants of Dida. The transformation of 

Dide in Deidre is relatively simple, since it only requires changing i for ei (as in Deida, 

Deidia or Deidius) and adding an epenthetic r after the second d. Ei for i is common in 

Latin inscriptions, as in this one engraved in bronze found in Alcalá de los Gazules 

(Cádiz, Spain): 

 

 
Fig. 8. Bronze of Lascuta. Alcalá de los Gazules, Cádiz, Spain. CIL 02 0504120 ... Utei 

quei ... servei ... leiberei ... castreis ... . 

javascript:Neues_Fenster('http://www1.ku-eichstaett.de/epigr/map.php?ort=Dax%20/%20Aquae%20Tarbellicae&latitude=43.709459&longitude=-1.055409')
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In fact liberteis, leibertis or leiberteis for libertis appear in at least 51 inscriptions, Eidus 

or eidibus for ides or idibus in 107, quei/queis for qui/quis 145, heic for hic in 162, and 

sueis for suis in 16722. 

     Ei for i also found in person names, as in those mentioned above or in Deidmu (for 

Didymus)22: 

 

Publication: CIL 03 15054 

Province: Dalmatia    Place: Komic / Iapydia 

D(is) s(acrum) M(anibus) Fl(avius) Rufanti / us Deidmu vi(v)us sibi / posuit et Aur(eliae) 

/ Melliti coniugi pient(issimae) / q(uae) vi{c}x(it) ann(os) XLVII 

 

Moreover, the addition of an epenthetic r after a d is also documented in Latin 

inscriptions, like this one, in which Musidria is written: 

 

Publication: 1995 AE, 01668 

Province: Mauretania Caesariensis    Place: Ain el Kebira / Satafis 

Monime (ntum) / Musidria / [vi]xit annos / [ 

 

for Musidia: 

 

Publication: CIL 10 02758 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I    Place: Pozzuoli / Puteoli 

D(is) M(anibus) / Musidi(a) and Elpidi qu(a) / e vixit annis XL (A)eli / a Filicissima filia 

/ et Aurelius Pau / lus cognatu[s] / b(ene) m(erenti ) ff(ecerunt). 

 

Other examples of postconsonantal epenthetic rs are Sentrius (3 inscriptions) for Sentius 

(249 inscriptions), Suetrius (27 inscriptions) for Suettius (95 inscriptions), or Fabrianus 

(2 inscriptions) for Fabianus (77 inscriptions)22: 

 

Publication: CIL 12 CAG-00877 = 13.5, p 617 

Province: Gallia Narbonensis    Place: Arles / Arelate 

D(is) M(anibus) / Sentrius / Senissius / Val(eriae) Marci / ae coniugi in / compare / bili 

 

Publication: CILA-02-02, AE = 00342 1983 00520 

Province: Baetica   Place: Italica 

Apollini Aug(usto) sacr(um) / M(arcus) Sentius M(arci) f(ilius) Serg(ia) Maurianus / 

Italic(ensis) Aedil(is) IIvir augur perpetuus / colon(ia) Ael(ia) Aug(ustae) Ital(icae) ex 

arg(enti) p(ondo) C d(onum) d(edit) 

 

Publication: CIL 06 = AE 41179 1986 00029 = AE 2003, +00012 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

In [bono?] / Calpurni[ae] Ceiae[3] / Aemilianae / dominae praestant[is] / simae Suetrius 

Ga[u] / [de]ns lib(ertus) c(um) s(uis) / [ob insi]gnem eius / [erga se be]nivolentiam 

 

Publication: CIL 10 03822 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I    Place: Capua 

Ser(vius) Suettius Ser(vi) [l(ibertus)] / Cimber v(otum) s(olvit) m(erito) l(ibens) 

M(ercurio?) S(acrum?) / L(ucius) Tampius / IIvir // L(ucius) Acerratius / aed(ilis) l(ocum) 

d(ederunt) 
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Publication: ICUR-07, 18735 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Fabrianus q(ui) vix(it) / n(us) XIII in pace 

 

The r of Deidre may derive from analogy with common Greek or Latin names ending in 

dra, drea or dria, such as Phaedra, Cassandra, Andrea, Alexandra or Alexandria. 

       Therefore, Deidre may be a variant of the Latin names Dido or Dida (as it is casually 

also a variant of the Irish name Deirdre), perfectly explainable from Vulgar Latin and 

consistent with variants of other names documented in inscriptions from Roman times, 

but hardly explicable as a modern forgery, which would be expected to be an imitation of 

Latin writing, since it would require a level of knowledge on Vulgar Latin by the forger 

higher than that of the experts of the Committee who evaluated the findings14. 

      Another possibility that has been recently proposed is that Deidre might be a variant 

of Doiderus/Doidera45, an indigenous Hispanic name attested in 15 ancient inscriptions22, 

all from Hispania Citerior, which is a plausible hypothesis, considering the small phonetic 

change separating Deidre from Doidera. 

 

 

4. SECUANO 

 

"The spelling is unusual, -cua- for -qua-… cui can be read for qui or necue for neque 

in Lex Salpensana ... SECVANO for Sequanus is surprising, although it would not 

be impossible." 

Isabel Velázquez. The Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia. 20088. 

 

  
Fig. 9. SIICUANO PRIMA GIO. Ref. 1128712. 

 

Comment 

 

It's not impossible, and in fact cua for qua is relatively common in Latin inscriptions, 

including Sicuani for Sequani, Secuanus for Sequanus or Secuan( ) for Sequan( )22: 

 

Publication: CAG-11-01 p 505 

Province: Gallia Narbonensis    Place: La-Nautique / Narbo 

Sicuan 

 

Publication: CSIR-NL-02-A, 00057 = AE 1973 00372 

Province: Lower Germania    Place: Colijnsplaat / Ganventa 

Deae Nehalenniae / Vegisonius Mar / tinus cives / Secuanus nauta / v(otum) s(olvit) 

l(ibens) m(erito) 
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Publication: CIL 13, 07579 (4, p 128) = D 02507 (p 178) = CSIR-D-02-11, 00013 = 

Grabstelen 00306 

Province: Upper Germania    Place: Wiesbaden / Aquae Mattiacorum 

Muranus / eq(ues) ala I Flavia / Androuri f (ilius) civis / si<q=C>uanus stip(endiorum) 

XXII / N [ 

 

Publication: CIL 13, 02863 (4, p 31) = ILingons CAG-00279 = 21.3, p 127 

Province: Lugudunensis    Place: Sources de la Seine 

Aug(usto) sac(rum) d<e=O>a(e?) / {Bro} / si<q=C>uan(ae) / pro (!) / C( ) M[3] / 

v(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito) 

 

Sequanus or Sequana and its variants are present in 48 Latin inscriptions22, but the 

spelling with c is documented only in four inscriptions, being very surprising that it was 

known and reproduced by a modern forger. 

 

 

5. DALIA 

 

“In sector 5, uncommon or unattested names are documented, such as Dalia, Riamo, 

Demi, Petronio, Ceacia, Ceacilia (perhaps for Caecilia), Secuano, Necio, Parmenion, 

Deidre, etc.” 

Pilar Ciprés Torres and Juan Santos Yanguas. Epigraphic-historic report on the graffiti 

found at Iruña-Veleia at 2005 and 200610. 

 

 
Fig. 10. DALIA. Ref. 1209912. 

 

Comment 

 

The name Dalia appears in three pieces of Iruña-Veleia (refs. 12099, 12111, 12431)12. 

Searching in Epigraphik Datenbank22, Dalia appears in a single Latin inscription13: 

 

Publication: CIL 06, 06844 EDCS-ID: EDCS-19300894 

Province: Roma    Place: Roma 

L(ucia) Sempronia / Dalia 

 

Dalia is a possible variant of Thalia, which appears in 49 ancient Latin inscriptions, and 

for which there is also the variant Talia in two inscriptions (it could also be abbreviation 

of Daedalia)22. As commented with regard to Secuano, it is hardly believable that a forger 

would have known the only Latin inscription in which Dalia appears and would have 

reproduced it in an object of Iruña-Veleia. 
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6. IOSHE, IESHU 

 

"... One can accept the lack of the final -ph, but the internal -h- has no parallel ... 

there is no coherence when adopting sibilant Hebrew sounds to Basque sounds and 

in the way they are transcribed." 

"The H of Ioshe is inexplicable from the point of view of the Latin script, in which 

the name was always writen as Ioseph or Iosephus". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

"... Unsustainable errors in the transcription of Iesus ... IOSHII for Joseph (or better 

Iosephus) is inadmissible, without phonetic explanation." 

Isabel Velázquez. Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia8. 

 

   
Fig. 11. (a) IIISHV. Ref. 1338512. (b) IOSHII. Ref. 1337312. 

 

Comment 

 

Misspellings involving the h, either by omission, improper use by overcorrection (have, 

hire, het, hidus, haliquit, heius, heorum, hest, hoccidit, haram, hobitum, honerata, hobiit, 

huixit, Hegyptum, Hemilius, Hirene, Heleuterius, dehe, mehae, phiissimo, Phindarus, 

phosit, phace, Israhel, Danihel) or metathesis (Haprodite, Sthepanus, Poebhus, Clhoe, 

Rodhope, Crysiphus, Heutice, Euthycia, Thyce, Thiyce, Thyceni, Tihyceni, Epaphra, 

Crheste, Crhestus, Antihoco, sephulcrum) are among the most common in Latin 
15,16,18,21,25,50 due to the fact that the h was silent along much of the history of the language, 

beggining in Republican times. Sometimes a nonetymological h is placed after an s, 

resulting in an -sh- group, which, contrary to the opinions of Gorrochategui and 

Velázquez, is documented in ancient Latin epigraphy22: 

 

Pascashsa for Pascasa: 

Publication: ICUR-01, 02017th (p 490) = ICUR-08, 23588th 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

[Pasc]ashsa / [de]p(o)s[ita 

 

Caeshia for Caesia: 

Publication: 1996 AE, 00115 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Dis Mani(bus) sacru(m) / Successo v(IXIT) a(nnis) II dieb(us) I / Candidus pater / et 

L(ucius) Marcius Agatopus / et Caeshia Prepysa / suo vernae fecerunt 

 

Proshodus for Prosodus (Fig. 11): 

Publication: CIL 03 CIL 06269 = 03 = 07981 IDR-03-02, 00388 = AE 1913, AE 00053 

= 1914, +00009 

Province: Dacia    Place: Sarmizegetusa 
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D(is) M(anibus) / Q(uinto) Aurelio Q(uinti) f(ilium) / Pap(iria) Tertio / dec(urioni) et 

flamin(i) / col(oniae) Sarm(izegetusae) / Q(uintus) Aurelius / Saturninus / Aug(ustalis) 

col(oniae) / et Proshodus / et Logismus / lib(erti) et hered(es) / f(aciendum) c(uraverunt). 

 

  
Fig. 12. Proshodus. CIL 03, 06269. Sarmizegetusa, Romania22. 

 

Ametyshus for Ametystus: 

Publication: CIL 02 02 716 (p 924) = IRPPalencia 00049 

Province: Hispania citerior    Place: Palencia / Pallantia 

D(is) M(anibus) / Ametyshus / Ann(a)e an(norum) LV / uxori pien / tiss[im](a) e 

f(aciendum) c(uravit) / s(it) t(ibi) [t(err) l(evis)] 

 

Asholes: 

Publication: 1976 AE, 00624 

Province: Lower Moesia    Place: Istria / Histria / Istros 

D(is) M(eroibusque?) I(nferis) M(anibus) / Campanus[3] / ex dab[e 3] / vixit an(n)is[3] / 

Asholes co[n(iugi) bene] / merenti po[suit] / avetes supe[ri] 

 

Crhyshippus for Chrysippus: 

Publication: CIL 10 05108 

Province: Bruttium et Lucania / Regio III    Place: Atina 

] / C(ai) l(iberto) Crhysogon[o] / Sabidia | (mulieris) l(iberta) / Palladium / L(ucius) 

Clodius L(uci) l(ibertus) / C<hr=RH>ys{h }ippus / in f(ronte) p(edes) XIIII 

      

H is also documented in Latin inscriptions after other consonants (excluding those 

contained in digraphs ph, th, ch representing the transcription of Greek letters ϕ, θ, χ)22: 

coherhedhes (AE 1979, 00098); Euodhus (CAG-11-02, p 394); Dhydymus (CIL 06 

13067); Rodhope (CIL 10 01307); Aprodhita (ERPSalamanca CIRPSalamanca 00038 = 

00025); Nodheah (ICUR-02, 06,449.28); Uddadhaddar (ILSard-01, 00233 = AE 1894, 

00153); ghetius (CIL 05 06350 Pais = 00857); Igalghis (CIL 02-05, 00415 = CIL 02 

01591) (Fig. 12). 

 

  
Fig. 13. Igalghis. CIL 02-05, 00415. Torreparedones, Baena, Jaén, Spain22. 
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      Similarly to what occurs in the graffiti of Iruña-Veleia, the report of Gorrochategui4 

also contains two sh derived from misspellings: among the references, we read 

Samuelshon (sic), with a nonexistent sh in the original name, Samuelsohn, and Shiaparelli 

(sic) (instead of Schiaparelli), an Italian name which is "impossible", because the sh 

digraph does not exist in this language. The most logical explanation, in this case as in 

the graffiti of Iruña-Veleia, is that they are simple spelling errors made by someone whose 

usual language differs from that of the written names, which do not put into question the 

authenticity neither of the report of Gorrochategui nor that of the graffiti. 

 

 

7. CORNE 

 

"Let’s accept that Corne is an abbreviation for Cornelius (or Cornelia) and not a 

diminutive ‘cheli’ [slang of Madrid] style, which would seem quite comical." 

Joseba Lakarra. Report on alleged ancient Basque inscriptions of Veleia. 200846. 

 

"Lakarra feigns to be surprised and to ignore that CORNE actually is an 

abbreviation used in antiquity to denote Cornelius/Cornelia anthroponyms [...] only 

a handful of high-level specialists in the domain of ancient epigraphy know this 

anthroponymic abbreviation, since it is relatively rare. However, the alleged forgers 

knew it too ..." 

Hector Iglesias. Basque inscriptions of Iruña-Veleia: Linguistic analysis of the main 

discovered inscriptions. ARSE (2013); 46: 21-8147. 

 

  

Fig 14. NIIV CORNE ESKON. Ref. 1592212. 

 

Comment 

 

Corne used as an abbreviation for Cornelius/a or Cornelianus/a is documented in Latin 

inscriptions, being present in 76 inscriptions of Epigraphik Datenbank22 (those for which 

there are photographs or drawings of good quality available are shown below). However, 

in relative terms, Corne is rare, representing only 1.5% of inscriptions that contain the 

name Cornelius/a or Cornelianus/a. Lack of knowledge of this abbreviation is what 

probably caused the burlesque Lakarra comment on the "diminutive cheli style" (which 

is unusual in a scientific report). 

 

Publication: CIL 03 02 716 (p 1610, 2269) = 00046 EDCS Legio-VII-ID: EDCS-

28,300,042 

Province: Dalmatia   Place: Gardun / Tilurium 

Q(uintus) Oppius Q(uinti) f(ilius) / Pol(lia) Foro Corne(lii) / signifer leg(ionis) VII / 

ann(orum) XXX stip(endiorum) VIII / h(ic) s(itu) e(st) heres pos(ui)t. 
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Fig. 15. Corne in two ancient Latin inscriptions. 

 

Publication: CIL 03 D 07505 = 02311 = ISCM-05, 00160 = IDRE-02, 00340 = 00631 = 

AE CBI 1888, 00011 EDCS-ID: EDCS-27,800,481 

Province: Moesia inferior   Place: Balta Iglita / Troesmis 

[...] [Cal]pur(nio) Agricola Cl(audio) Fronto / [ne] c(larissimis) v(iris) m(issus) h(onesta) 

missione in Da / cia Cethe(go) et Claro co(n)s(ulibus) / sub Corne(lio) Clemente 

c(larissimo) v(iro) r / evers(us) at Lares suos et / Marcia Basiliss(a) matre / 

dend(rophorum) enupt(a) sibi Val(Eria ) Lon / ga s<or=A>rore pro sal(ute) sua 

suor(um)q(ue) 

 

Publication: CIL 03 13483 (2328.32 p) = IG-01/02/10, 01033 = Legio XV-Apo-

MaCarnuntum 00041 = 00182 = 00023 = AE EpThess 1896 00024 

Province: Pannonia superior    Place: Bad Deutsch-Altenburg / Carnuntum 

C(aius) Iulius / C(ai) f(ilius) Corne(lia) / Thessalo(nica) / mil(es) leg(ionis) XV / 

Apolli(naris) ann(orum) / XXXI stip(endiorum) XII / h(ic) s(itu) e(st) / C(aius) Cluvius / 

et Bassus / l(ibertus) h(eredes) p(osuerunt). 

 

  

Fig. 16. Corne in two ancient Latin inscriptions. 

 

Publication: IRSaetab-01, 00074 = IRSaetab-02, AE = 00085 1994 01070 EDCS-ID: 

EDCS-10,301,589 

Province: Hispania citerior    Place: L'Enova / Saetabis 

Leonas / P(ubli) Corne(li) / [ 

 

Publication: ILTG ILA-Bordeaux 00141 = 00019 = AE 1922, 00116 EDCS-ID: EDCS-

13,303,053 

Province: Aquitaine    Place: Bordeaux / Burdigala 

Deae Tutela(a)e Boudig(ae) / M(arcus) Aur(elius) Lunaris IIIIII / vir Aug(ustalis) 

col(oniarum) Ebor(aci)e / Lind(i) prov(inciae) Brit(anniae) inf(erioris) / Aram quam 
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vover(at) / ab Eboraci evect(us) / v(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito) / Perpetua et 

Corne(liano) 

 

 
Fig. 17. Corne in two ancient Latin inscriptions. 

 

Publication: ISCM-02, AE = 00452 1957 00192 EDCS-ID: EDCS-11,800,294 

Province: Moesia inferior    Place: Constanta / Tomi 

] / Cornel(ius) Valenti / nus miles co(ho)r(tis) I Cil(icum) / Philippi(anae) fil(ius) 

Corne(li) Val / entini ex voto posui(t). 

 

 

8. FILI 

 

"An unequivocal case of non-authenticity of the pieces is the graffito No. 11425 

(section 5, common pottery), which gathers in it several inconsistencies. It shows the 

reading "ENIIAS" ANQVISIIS ET VENVS FILI. Presence of quote marks, coma, 

E of two rods (II) together with the usual E of various shapes, one that might be 

ancient, with strokes inclined bottom up, compared with the initial straight E, 

anomalous transcription of Anquises for Anchises and unthinkable errors of Venus 

for Veneris (genitive) and fili (in apparent genitive?) for filius. This chain of visual, 

phonetic and morphological inconsistencies definitely eliminates the possibility of 

authenticity of the piece for obvious anachronisms [...]. Of course, it is inadmissible 

'''FILI''', quoted, for filius. First, because of the morphosyntactic error and second 

because of the quote marks, completely unknown until modern times." 

Isabel Velazquez. Report on the Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia. 20088. 

 

"The problem of misuse of cases or ignorance of Latin syntax is also manifested in 

genealogies such as “ENEAS" ANQVISES ET VENVS FILI and, perhaps, 

SAMVELL, "YAVHII" FILI [...]. Besides transmitting Castilian forms Eneas for 

Aeneas and Anquises for Anchises, the phrase, as it is written and according to 

classical mythology, should be understood as Aeneas, son of Anchises and Venus. 

Under the rules of the Latin language of ancient times, this short phrase gathers all 

possible grammatical errors. First, the case matching between Eneas and fili is not 

met; the latter in the genitive or nominative plural, while Eneas must be nominative; 

second, the expression "son of" should be in genitive and here Anchises and Venus 

names are not. So the lack of knowledge of Latin and, specifically, of Latin written 

in ancient times, has led the engraver to make the mistake of writing "Eneas" 

Anchises Venus et fili, instead of the classical and correct expression Aeneas 

Anchisis et Veneris filius." 

Pilar Ciprés Torres and Juan Santos Yanguas. Epigraphic-historical report on the graffiti 

found in Iruña-Veleia in 2005 and 2006. 200810. 
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Fig. 18. IIISHV YAVHII FILI. Ref. 13383 (left)12. ENEAS ANQVISES ET VENVS 

FILI. Ref. 11415 (right)12. 

 

Comment 

 

Fili appears in three graffiti of Iruña-Veleia, where, according to the context of the phrase, 

the nominative filius would be expected, which was used as evidence of forgery in two 

reports of the Committee. In them, their authors, Isabel Velázquez and Pilar Ciprés and 

Juan Santos, interpreted fili as genitive or nominative plural of filius (which actually 

would be filii, with fili being an abreviation). Such an interpretation derives from their 

ignorance of the fili abbreviation meaning filius, which is probably due to its rarity. The 

most common abbreviation in Latin inscriptions of filius is by far f. But, searching in 

Epigraphik Datenbank22 we also find fi (79 inscriptions), fil (thousands), fili (n=62), filiu 

(n=14), fl (n=11), flius (n=7) and filus (n=8). In the figures below, inscriptions with the 

abbreviation fili(us) for which there are good quality photographs or drawings available 

are shown. 

 

Publication: CIL 03, 05019 (1822 p) = ILLPRON 00063 EDCS-ID: EDCS-14,500,325 

Province: Noricum    Place: Eberstein / Noreia 

Lucco Ver/gil<i=L>(a)es et / Bacausus / Terti fili(us) / fecerunt 

 

 
Fig. 19. Fili for filius in an ancient Latin inscription. 

 

Publication: CIL 03 = CIL 06517 03 00075 11646 = ILLPRON = AEA 2008 +00040 

EDCS-ID: EDCS-14,600,026 

Province: Noricum    Place: Feistritz / Virunum 

Adnamus / Terti fili(us) / et Devigna / ta Tituco / nis filia / Adnamatu / s adnami et Si / 

ora adnami f(ilia) 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-CXg_JnUMBC8/UqGzO7Wo2II/AAAAAAAAALY/QtVAasY4BEU/s1600/Lucco_Fili.jpg
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Fig. 20. Fili for filius in two ancient Latin inscriptions. 

 

Publication: Neu-0171 EDCS-ID: EDCS-51,800,013 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: Hammam Derradji / Bulla Regia 

Faustinus / Egnati fili(us) / pius vixit / annos XX / h(ic) s(itus) 

 

Publication: SPA-38-116 = 00117 = AE GrabAlex 1980, 00894 EDCS-ID: EDCS-

08,900,643 

Province: Aegyptus    Place: Al Iskandariyah / Alexandria 

D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / M(arcus) Valerius Omuncio eq(u)e(s) Valerini fili(us) / fecit 

mo <u=I>mentum Valerini fili(i) / qui vixit menses VII. 

 

 
Fig. 21. Fili for filius in an ancient Latin inscription. 

 

      In the Epigraphik Datenbank inscriptions22, filius is abbreviated as fili only in 0.3% 

of cases. The presence in Iruña-Veleia of such an unusual abbreviation like this implies, 

if the forgery hypothesis would be accepted, an exceptional knowledge of Latin epigraphy 

by the forger. 

      On the other hand, the use of the expression of the piece No. 11415 of Iruña-Veleia 

"Venus fili(us)", in which, instead of the grammatically "correct" case (i.e. the genitive 

Veneris), the nominative of appostition (Venus) is used, which so unthinkable seemed to 

Professor Isabel Velázquez, but is documented in Antiquity32,33, implies an advanced 

knowledge only expected from an expert linguist specialized in Vulgar Latin. 

 

 

9. PATHER 

 

"[Samuel Neto Iesus Veleian pather pontiff] is impossible from the point of view of 

the literature and the language ... it should in any case have been written pater 

pontifex." 

Isabel Velázquez. Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia8. 

 

"A nonexistent word in Latin." 

Pilar Ciprés Torres and Juan Santos Yanguas. Epigraphic-historical account of the graffiti 

found in Iruña-Veleia in 2005 and 200610. 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-fKh7IQpykzk/UqGzs8gzbwI/AAAAAAAAAL0/UOBZ4nxSc6c/s1600/Adnamus_Faustinus_Corne.jpg
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Fig. 22. PATHIIR. Ref. 1338012. 

 

Comment 

 

Pather is as nonexistent in Latin as Virthus, appearing in 15 Latin inscriptions, thurarius 

(10 inscriptions), centhurio (3 inscriptions), Catho (2 inscriptions), Thullius (2 

inscriptions), mather, cesthula, Festhiva, Fausthinus, Patherio, Arthemisia, Arthemius, 

Arthemis or Arthemon22. As discussed above, misspellings with h are among the most 

common in Latin, either by omission or hypercorrection, including writing th 

(transcription of the Greek letter θ) for t: 

 

Publication: AE 1965 00272c 

Province: Aquitaine    Place: Argenton-sur-Creuse / Argentomagus 

Virthus fec (it) 

 

Publication: CIL 06 05639 (p 3417, 3850)=CIL 01 01334th (p 977)=D=ILLRP 00817 

07612 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Ego sum L(ucius) Lutatius / Paccius thurarius / de familia rege (!) Mitredatis (!) 

 

Publication: CIL 09 04123 

Province: Samnium / Regio IV    Place: Nesce / Aequiculum 

A(ulus) Varius L(uci) f(ilius) Cla(udia) Varro / cent{h}urio leg(ionis) IIII / Gavia 

Q(uinti) f(ilia) ux{s}or / ex tetamento Seleucus l(ibertus) / fecit 

 

Publication: IRT 00850 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: Sidi Ali al Farjani 

[U]lpiae Rogatilla[e] / Arisuth Mather / L(ucius) Canuleius Verna ludi / mag(ister) uxori 

carissimae / fecit 

  

 
Fig. 23. (...) Arisuth mather (...). IRT 00850. Sidi Ali al Farjani, Libya. 

 

Publication: JOEAI-35-114 

Province: Raetia    Place: Bregenz / Brigantium 

Deo amc ea(m) re(m) impl / e(b)i<t=D> D(is) P(at)er ad era(m) Ogm / ius salute(m) 

c<o=U>rtal<o=U>s re[n(s)] / anum genita(lia)[3] c[3]m auri / s c<i=E>st{h}ula(m) 
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utens(ilia) / da<b=V>(it) {i}spiri<ti=DE>bus / ac o<b=V>(o)ediu(nt) {a}ei ne qu<e=I> 

/ iat nubere ira de[i] 

 

Publication: ILJug-03, AE = 02042 1912 00041 

Province: Dalmatia    Place: Salona 

Dis / Patri(i)s / sacr(um) / T(itus) Tarc(onius) / Catho (!) P(osuit) 

 

Publication: CIL 06 09095 (p 3464) 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

C]astor Thullius Tol[3] / [3 Cae]saris Germanici l(ibertus) / [3] Gemelli unctor 

 

Publication: CIL 08, 05446 (1659 p) = ILAlg-01, 00506 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: Guelma / Calama 

D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Muro / sus Ho / norati / v(ixit) a(nnos) LX h(ic) s(itus) // D(is) 

M(anibus) s(acrum ) / Leptinia / Festhiva (!) / v(ixit) a(nnos) LII h(ic) s(ita) // D(is) 

M(anibus) s(acrum) / Boroc / ia Hon / orati v(ixit) a(nnos) XX [h(ic)] s(ita) 

 

Publication: ICUR-01, 00101 = ILCV 04263d 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Aur(elius) Faust{h}inus (A)eli(a)e Lampadiae co(n)iugi su(a)e / bene merenti fe(cit) 

v(ixit) an(n)is vit(a)e su(a)e an(nis) XXVII 

 

Publication: CIL 03 ILCV 02659 = 00245 (add) = Salona-04-01 00208 

Province: Dalmatia    Place: Salona 

Depos(ite) b(onae) m(emoriae) Audenti adul(es)c(entis) / to<g=C>(ati) fori Dalmation 

(Atici) die IIII Kal (endas) Decemb(re)  / qu<i=H> vix(it) an(nos) XXIII m(enses) IIII 

d(ies) XXV / Maximo II et Pat{h}erio v(iris) c(larissimis) c(on)s(ulibus) / ind(ictione) 

XII 

 

Publication: CIL 02 = IBWC-02-01 02326, 00165 = SEBarc-03, p 94 = HEp-09, 00518 

= AE 1999 AE +00822 = 1999 = AE 00893 2000 00722 

Province: Baetica    Place: Peñaflor / Celti 

Venerem Aug(ustam) cum parerg(o) // item phialam Argenteam Aemilii Rustici / item 

trullam Argenteam M(arcus) Annius Celtitan(us) tetamento / suo post mortem Aemiliae 

Art{h}emisiae et uxoris / h{a}eredis suae iussit poni Aemilia / Art{h}emisia filia posuit 

eademq(ue) suo / an{n}ul{l}um aureum gemma Meliore 

 

Publication: CIL 05 04 766 = inscrit-10-05 00582 

Province: Venetia et Histria / Regio X    Place: Brescia / Brixia 

Victor Arthemio fratri bene Merenti / qui vixit annos quinqu<a=E>ginta et / menses 

quattuor die [s 

 

Publication: CIL 08 14320 

Province: Africa proconsularis    Place: Utica / Utica 

Dis M(anibus) s(acrum) / Tanonia / Arthemis / pia vixit / annis XIX / mens(ibus) d(iebus) 

XI / D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / t(erra) t(ibi) l(evis) s(it) / o(ssa) t(ibi) b(ene) q(uiescant) 

 

Publication: CIL 11 05295 

Province: Umbria / Regio VI    Place: Spello / Hispellum 

Arthemon Antiochenus 
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Publication: ICUR-09, 23804b 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Arthemiae in pace 

 

Nonetymological th is also documented in medieval romance texts, such as the Cantar de 

mio Cid, where Calatayuth48 appears repeatedly. 

      With regard to this graffito, there is a Latin inscription with the word padre, which, 

following the criteria used in some reports of the Committee, could be labeled as false 

due to the presence of an Italian or Spanish word: 

 

Publication: 1996 AE, 00258 

Province: Rome    Place: Rome 

Matriniae sanc/tissimae et religiosis/simae feminae fili(i) sui / amisso nos padre(!) 

viduitaten(!) / cum nepotib(us) superstites de / []do V an(nos) LXXVII de [ 

 

 

10. CUORE 

 

"All these forms are fully Romanic ... virgine contradicts Varron and Pluton". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

"Or the 'Italian' VIRGINII / MIIO CVORII (uirgine / meo cuore), of piece No. 

11019 (sector 5) incomprehensible, without logical sense and with the phrase "meo 

cuore” unthinkable in Latin". 

Isabel Velázquez. The Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia8. 

 

"... Italian voice 'cuore' ... a totally unacceptable usage for the dating established in 

this set (second half of 3rd century AD) ... Cuore is totally unacceptable ... confusion 

with Italian". 

Pilar Ciprés Torres and Juan Santos Yanguas. Epigraphic-historical report on the graffiti 

found in Iruña-Veleia in 2005 and 200610. 

 

"However, taking into account the problems we are interested in at this time, the 

most remarkable thing, in my opinion, is that CUORE is not a Latin word, but 

rather belongs to the modern Italian language, and, therefore, is a hardly justifiable 

term in a historical-archaeological context supposedly dated in the 3rd century of 

our era". 

Julio Núñez. Report on iconographic motifs42. 
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Fig. 24. VIRGVNIII MIIO CVORII. Ref. 1101912. 

 

Comment 

 

Cuore is no more Italian than buona of Cantilène de Sainte Eulalie ("Buona pulcella 

Eulalia fut ...")49,50, written in Old French in northern France (Valenciennes, Nord-Pas-

de-Calais) in the 9th century. And it cannot be Italian, first, because the stratigraphic 

dating places it in ancient Roman times; second, because the spelling CVORII, with V 

and II, is not documented in modern Italian and is consistent with the stratigraphic dating; 

and, third, because the sentence in which it is placed (VIRGVNIII MIIO CVORII) is not 

Italian, in which language "Vergine (or Virginia) del mio cuore" would be written. 

Following the criteria of the authors of the reports of the Committe, we would have to 

label the "Cantilène de Sainte Eulalie" as impossible, unacceptable, unthinkable, etc., due 

to the appearance in it of the "Italian" word buona in a poem from northern France, when 

modern French lacks a diphthong in the corresponding word (bonne). 

       Moreover, it should be noted that in old Castilian and French heart was cuer, a word 

which appears, for example, in the Cantar de Mio Cid47 and in the Libro de Alexandre51. 

Cuore could represent a logical step in the evolution of the Latin word to romance, with 

o becoming the diphthong uo and the final -e corresponding to the accusative case after 

loss of -m (even though cor, cordis is neuter, in Vulgar Latin neuters are frequently 

declined as masculine20,21,25) or to the dative or ablative, changing -e for -i (use of these 

cases for the expected genitive is documented in Latin20,21,25,32,52,53). On the loss of d from 

the Latin cor, cordis, this is what Charles Hall Grandgent says: “Cǒr apparently made the 

plural as cǒres instead of cǒrdes: according Mohl (Études sur le lexicon du latin vulgaire, 

1900, p 21- 38), the word shows no trace of d in any of the Romance languages, except 

in Spanish cuerdo, and therefore probably derived from the ancient Latin *cōr *cōris = 

ς”25. 

      As for the time when diphthongation of ǒ to uo or ĕ to ie occurred in parts of the 

Roman Empire, there is evidence that the phenomenon existed in Roman times42, as seen 

in some inscriptions22: 

Uo or ou for ǒ: Coutius for Cotius, Laruocuo for Larocuo, Cacuonis for Caconis, 

Tamacuo for Tamaco, locuo for loco, Cuocus for Cocus, Buolanus for Bolanus, Muonius 

for Monius, Crinuoni for Crinoni; ie for e: Niepos for nepos, doliens for dolens (10 

inscriptions), dolientes for dolentes (5 inscriptions), fecierunt or ficierunt for fecerunt (4 

inscriptions), Abientia for Abentia. 

 

Publication: 1983 AE, 00499 

Province: Lusitania    Place: Caceres / Norba 
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Coutius / Cuocicor / um LH 

 

Publication: AquaeFlaviae 00126 

Province: Hispania citerior    Place: Curral de Vacas / Aquae Flaviae 

Laruocuo / Ama Pitil / i filia libe(ns) / animo vo / tum retuli(t) / pro marito su(o) 

 

Publication: CIL 13, 10010,3282f 

Province: Lower Germania    Place: Koln / Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium 

Cuocu(s) 

Publication: ILAlg-02-03, 07473 = AE 1928, 00081 = AE 1969/70, 00695  

Province: Numidia          Place: Telerghma  

(…)/ p[er]petuoru(m) Augustoru(m) {in} i<m=N>p(e)ratoru(m) sub die se<x=S>tu{s} 

Idus {Se Apr} Mart{z}ias ind(ictione) de[c]ima in (h)oc <v=B>enera/[bil]i{s} loc{u}o 

sa(n)c(to) deposit(a)e sunt reliqui(a)e sa(n)ctoru(m) martiru(m!) // (…) 

Publication: CIL 13, 03183,07 = CAG-27, p 97 = AE 2006, +00833  

Province: Lugudunensis          Place: Berthouville  

Mercurio Aug(usto) / Combaromarus Buolani fil(ius) / v(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) 

m(erito) 

 

Publicaion: CIL 11, 00703 

Province: Aemilia / Regio VIII          Place: Bologna / Bononia 

M(arci) Ieri Bal Vaba Vydil / Terti Valeriani qui vixit / ann(os) LXIIII me(n)s(em) d(ies) 

XII Muo/nius Maternus v(ir) c(larissimus) gener / et Marcia Crisp[inill]a filia et / 

parentibus dilectissimus / Balba V dil b(ene) m(erenti) f(ecit) 

 

Publication: CIL 03, 04982 (p 1813) = ILLPRON 00814  

Province: Noricum          Place: Zollfeld / Virunum  

Sexstus A(uli) C() / Severi l(ibertus) et / Secundae con(iugi) / v(ivus) f(ecit) sib(i) et 

Quarto / fratri et Crinuoni / servo an(n)o(rum) XX 

 

 
Fig. 25. (...) fratri et Crinuoni (...). CIL 03, 04982. Zollfeld, Austria22. 

 

      Another possibility is that the u of cuore and other words in Latin inscriptions 

containing cuo does not derive from diphthong formation, but is rather voiceless, 

similarly to the u in words written in Latin inscriptions as quesquaet, quisquet, quesque, 

quesquet, quiesque or cesquet for quiescit; requisquet, requiesquid or requiesque for 

requiescit; requesquat for requiescat; quesquant for quiescant; obmutesquant for 

obmutescant; Iaquint(h)us (!) for Hyacinthus (3 inscriptions) (which would also explain 

Anchises for Anquises in another graffito of Iruña-Veleia). This is deduced from some 
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inscriptions in which cu is written for c, as in cescuat for quiescat, ciscued for quiescet, 

cescuas for quiescas, Cuahioni for Caionis, Cuaiane for Caiana, Cuatius for Catius, 

Cuellius for Cellius or picuensis for picensis22 (to which locuo for loco could be added, 

since the expected diphthong would be luoco, presumably predecessor of the Italian luogo 

and Castilian luego): 

Publication: ILTun 01143 = IFCCarth-03, 00474 

Province: Africa proconsularis          Place: Carthago  

Massicla vixi/t annis XLIII be/ne cescuat(!) in pace  

Publication: ICUR-07, 19107  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

Maxim(a)<e=F> <quiescas=CESCUAS> in deo / me(n)s<e=I>s X dies X  

Publication: CIL 09, 00648 = CIL 09, 06220 = ILCV 04893 (em) = JIWE-01, 00086 = 

AE 2004, +00428 = AE 2005, +00016 

Province: Apulia et Calabria / Regio II          Place: Venosa / Venusia 

Hic ciscued(!) Faustina / filia Faustini pat(ris) annorum / quattuordeci(m) mensurum(!) / 

quinque qu(a)e fuet(!) unica paren/turum(!) quei dixerunt trenus / duo apostuli(!) et duo 

rebbites et / satis grande dolurem(!) fecet(!) pa/rentebus(!) et lagremas(!) cibita/ti // 

"HEBR" // qu(a)e fuet pronepus Faustini / pat(ris) nepus Biti et Aselli / qui fuerunt 

maiures(!) cibi/tatis. 

Publication: CIL 08, 22644,371  

Province: Mauretania Caesariensis          Place: Mechtat el Ma el Abiod / Tucca  

Ex o(f)/ficina / Cuahi/oni(!)  

Publication: AE 1927, +00087 = AE 1927, 00179  

Province: Aegyptus          Place: Gerze / Philadelphia  

(…)/ tabul(a) IIII pag(ina) V V Id(us) Aug(ustas) / M(arcus) Lucretius Octavianus 

abs(ens) per HS CCCC / P(ublium) Cornelium Bassum f(ilium) n(atum) M(arcum) 

Lucreti/um Numisianum ex Iulia Cuaiane / XIIII Kal(endas) Aug(ustas) [q(uae)] 

p(roximae) f(uerunt) domicil(io) Iul(iopoli) / Aeg(ypto) cre(scentes) ad K(alendas) 

Publication: CIL 04, 09020  

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I          Place: Pompei  

L(ucius) Cuatius Sabinus 

Publication: CIL 09, 03440 = CIL 01, 03265 = D 05420  

Province: Samnium / Regio IV          Place: Prata d´Ansidonia / Peltuinum Vestinum  

C(aius) Cuellius T(iti) f(ilius) Aemili(a) / P(ublius) Baebius L(uci) f(ilius) / Q(uintus) 

Suellius Q(uinti) f(ilius) / magistri cellam et / culinam faciunda / curarunt 

Publication: AIIRoma-10, 00177 = AE 1980, 00096  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Picuensis Lascivi fil(ius) pius / vixit annis XIII m(ensibus) 

VIIII / die(bu)s XVIII[ 

      Finally, the graffito begins with "VIRGVNIII" which in modern spelling would be 

transcribed as "Virgunei" or "Virgunie", not "Virgine", as interpreted by the members of 
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the Committee. Writing u instead of i (as in maxumus for maximus or optumus for 

optimus)21,25 is very common in Latin. An example of u for i similar to the graffito here 

discussed is this one: 

 

Publication: CIL 10 05 995 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I    Place: Segni / Signia 

D(is) M(anibus) / Virguniae IAE Potentianae / O CE [ 

 

      The high degree of sophistication of the linguistic and epigraphic knowledge that the 

alleged forgers had to have is, again, amazing. 

 

 

11. VELEIA 

 

"It is very difficult to understand that the name of the city, Veleia, that even in 

certain late Latin sources such as the Itinerary of Antoninus and the Ravenate 

appears with B (Beleia, Itin. Ant. 454.8; Belegia, Rav. 4.45) (due to the process of 

betacism, resulting in confusion of /w/ with fricative /b/), always appears in the 

Basque ostraca written with V." 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

 
Fig. 26. VIILIIIAN. Ref. 1338012. 

 

Comment 

 

The writers of the Veleia’s graffiti simply reproduce the spelling of the name of their city 

as they have probably seen it written (or have written it themselves) many times in Latin. 

It would be difficult to understand that a Vitorian would write the name of his/her city as 

Bitoria or a Valencian as Balencia, but it would not be surprising that they would make 

mistakes in other names with whose spellings are not familiar. 

        Gorrochategui speaks of Latin texts in which Belegia is written. However, in the 

Sebastianense Chronicle54 (written in Latin in the 9th century) we see "Velegia Alabense" 

written. It is obvious that whoever wrote this chronicle, like those who wrote others at 

that time, did not phonetically distinguish between V and B, as deduced from mistakes 

made throughout the text, and, yet, they write Velegia, respecting the “correct” Latin 

spelling, in spite of writing gia for ia, reflecting the palatalization in pronunciation of 

intervocalic i already existing at that time and probably for several centuries earlier. 

        Additionally, Gorrochategui co-authors a recent article55 reporting the discovery at 

Iruña-Veleia by the archaeological team led by Julio Núñez of an altar of Roman times 

with an inscription with the name Veleia (written with V), which overrides the objection 

expressed by him on the way the name of the city is written in the graffiti of Iruña-Veleia. 
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12. NOVVA 

 

"Even more incomprehensible is the novva spelling for Latin nova/nowa/noba, since 

it has no justification neither from the Latin nor even less from the Basque point of 

view." 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

  
Fig. 27. NOVVA. Ref. 1071612. 

 

Comment 

 

Writing simple for geminate is quite common in Latin inscriptions and texts. Geminate 

for simple, due to overcorrection (“Dracco non draco”, “cammara non camera”, “aqua 

non acqua”15) also occurs frequently20,32, including geminate v, as in civves, avviaticis, 

Cavva, Evvaristus, Bovvius, Covventinus, Covventina, Evvangelus, Evvangelia, Evvodus, 

Evvodia, Evvagrio, Evvelpisto, Evvemero, Levvius, Clhevvia, Avventinus, Avvedia, 

Danuvvii or Favvoris22. 

 

Publication: CIL 14, 02934 = D 08375 = AE 2005, +00082 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I          Place: Palestrina / Praeneste 

(…) / amore civico secundum in anno vel amplius universi / civ{v}es Prae(nestini) 

{a}epulum celebraturi ex(em)pl(um) tes(ta)m(enti) partis / (…) 

 

Publication: CIL 05, 05902 = D 06733 = AE 2001, +01084 

Province: Transpadana / Regio XI          Place: Milano / Mediolanum 

D(is) M(anibus) v(iva) f(ecit) / Vinicia Tertullina / sibi et C(aio) Novellio Vict(ori?) / 

VIvir(o) iun(iori) dendrophoro mar(ito) suo / et Novelliae Tertullinae filiae / quae vixit 

ann(os) XXI menses VIIII et / Maximo Comagio Vero Marsiano / filio suo VIvir(o) 

iuniori et Co/magiae Verinae filiae suae / et av{u}iaticis suis 

 

Publication: AEA 2010, 00048  

Province: Pannonia superior          Place: Leithaprodersdorf / Carnuntum 

Supero an(norum) XXII Exsupe/rat(a)e(!) an(norum) XVIII h(ic) s(itus!) e(st) / Ael(ius) 

Vitalis et Ulp(ia) / Cavva genero et / filiae p(arentes) p(osuerunt)  

 

Publication: CIL 03, 08520 = AE 2008, +01050  

Province: Dalmatia          Place: Stobrec / Epetium  

]us Eu{v}aristus [3] / [3] posuit  

 

Publication: AE 2007, 00531  

Province: Umbria / Regio VI          Place: Fano / Fanum Fortunae  
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Bouviae M(arci) l(ibertae) / Euporiae / L(ucius) Tutilius P(ubli) f(ilius) / Gemellus 

mat(r)i 

Publication: Lupa 06548  

Province: Germania superior          Place: Frankfurt am Main / Nida  

I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) / Conni/us Cou/venti/nus / l(ibens) l(aetus) m(erito)  

Publication: RIB-01, 01534 = CSIR-GB-01-06, 00150 = D 04725  

Province: Britannia          Place: Carrawburgh / Brocolitia  

Deae / Couventinae(!) / T(itus) D() Cosconia/nus pr(aefectus) coh(ortis) / I 

Bat(avorum) l(ibens) m(erito)  

Publication: CIL 05, 01200 = InscrAqu-01, 01088  

Province: Venetia et Histria / Regio X          Place: Aquileia  

]ius Euvange[lus? 3] / [3]mio Firmin[o fil(io)] / carissimo  

Publication: CIL 11, 07788 = ICI-04, 00084 = ILCV 02960 (add)  

Province: Etruria / Regio VII          Place: Capena  

Euvangelia(!) / deposita IIII Kal(endas) Iulias / Leontio et Sal(l)ustio 

Publication: CIL 03, 02413 (p 1509, 2328,125)  

Province: Dalmatia          Place: Salona  

D(is) M(anibus) / Laeliae / Zoe / Coel(ius) Euvo/dus c(oniugi) b(ene) m(erenti) p(osuit)  

Publication: CIL 10, 03525 = LIKelsey 00065  

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I          Place: Miseno / Misenum  

D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucio) Antonio / Sabino ve/t(e)r(ano) Euvodia / p(atrono) b(ene) 

m(erenti)  

 

Fig. 28. Evvodia. CIL 05, 01198. Aquileia, Italy.  

Publication: CIL 05, 01198 = CIL 03, *00239 = InscrAqu-01, 01087  

Province: Venetia et Histria / Regio X          Place: Aquileia  

Euvagrio in/fanti dulcis/simo qui vix{s}/it an(nos) VIII me(nses) II / d(ies) XX Urbana 

/ infelix mat/er contra vo(tum) / f(aciundum) c(uravit) 

Publication: CIL 14, 00582 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I          Place: Ostia Antica 

D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucio) Antonio Eu/velpisto(!) Anto/nia Helpis mater / filio 

pientissimo / v(ixit) a(nnos) XVIIII  

Publication: CIL 06, 23204 = AE 1992, +00092  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  
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D(is) M(anibus) / Obinia / Eutychis Eu/<h=V>emero fil(io) q(ui) / vix(it) a(nnos) II 

m(enses) VIIII d(ies) / XXVII h(oras) XI Fl(aviae) Ur/banae sorori / q(ui) vix(it) 

a(nnos) XVII m(enses) X / d(ies) XVIII ben(e) m(erentibus)  

Publication: CIL 09, 00009  

Province: Apulia et Calabria / Regio II          Place: Gallipoli / Callipolis  

D(is) M(anibus) / Musicus / Maximi/ni ser(vus) v(ixit) a(nnos) / VII h(ic) s(itus) e(st) / 

Leuvius et / Cale filio / piissimo / b(ene) m(erenti) p(osuerunt)  

Publication: CIL 13, 01882  

Province: Lugudunensis          Place: Lyon / Lugudunum  

D(is) M(anibus) / et memoriae ae/ternae Quintini / Augusti optio/[ni]s leg(ionis) XXII 

P(rimigeniae) P(iae) F(idelis) Iu/[vent]ia Clheuvia(!) / [domo S]inuco(?) con/iux 

pientissima / faciendum cu/ravit et sub ascia dedicavit  

Publication: CIL 03, 13552,004  

Province: Noricum          Place: Wels / Ovilava  

Auventinus  

Publication: ILAlg-02-02, 04406  

Province: Numidia          Place: Ksar, Henchir el  

(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Auvedia / Extricata / v(ixit) a(nnos) LXX h(ic) s(ita) e(st) 

Publication: CIL 15, 01163,1  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

Soterici et Fauvoris / d(oliare) Fulviorum 

Publication: CIL 06, 32755 (p 3842) = CLE 01264 = D 02167 (p 176) = CEACelio 

00385 = AE 2001, +00219  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma 

] / qui quond/am situs / est Prata/per I<l=N>lyr/ici litora / Danu{u}vii / patrono et / 

L(ucio) Popilio / Securo / vexi(l)lario / coh(ortis) III vig(ilum) / fratri / L(ucius) Popilius 

/ Eutych/us fecit   

 

 

13. SI / NO 

 

"As for the adverb of negation, no, the normal medieval form was non, with 

maintenance of final -n, which lasts until the beginning of 15th century ... The loss in 

non begins in the Middle Ages in certain special cases: before pronouns like lo, nos 

due to assimilation, final pause, etc. from where it gradually spread to the rest." 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

"Another piece that is certainly untenable is the apparent gambling chip, No. 11258, 

where on one side we read SI and on the other NO (also No. 10942). In Latin the 

assertion is often made repeating the term used in the question and for the negation 

various adverbs like haud, or non minime ... if a gambling chip of this type is 

accepted, although not usual, even assuming the possibility of ‘si/no’ to mark 
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alternative options in games or other circumstances, it would have been, at best, 

SIC/NON anticipating certainly a value for sic which doesn’t have in Latin yet." 

Isabel Velázquez. Latin graffiti of Iruña-Veleia8.  

 

   
Fig. 29. SI / NO. Ref. 1094212. 

 

Comment 

 

Sic and non with the meaning of yes and no are in the work of Terence, as quoted by 

Väänänen21: Phormio 813: "illa maneat? Sic "(Does she stay? Yes); Eunuchus 713: 

"vidistne fratrem Chaeream? Non "(Did you see the brother Chaerea? No). 

      With respect to the omission of the -c in sic, this is what Charles Hall Grandgent says: 

"There is confusion between sic and si" (citing Gustav Rydberg. Zur Geschichte des 

französischen, 215-224, 236-240, 1896)25. In Mulomedicina Chironis41 (A veterinarian 

text, 4th century AD) we read: "Si eum curato" (i.e., sic eum curato). In Latin inscriptions 

-c of sic is also omitted: 

 

Publication: CIL 11, 07024 = CLE 01542 

Province: Etruria / Regio VII          Place: Lucca / Luca 

D(is) M(anibus) / Nymphes / Achelous et Heorte / filiae dulcissimae / have / tu [hic q]ui 

[stas atque spectas] monimentum / meum [aspice quam indign]e sit data / vita m[ihi 

quinque] annos / sui[3 pare]ntes / sextu[m annum insce]ndens / anim[am deposui mea]m 

/ nolite no[s dolere paren]tes mori/endum fuit pro[pe]rav[i]t aeta(s) Fatus / hoc voluit 

meus sic quomodo mala / in arbore pendent si(c) corpora nostra / aut matura cadunt aut 

cit(o) acerba [r]uunt / te lapis optestor leviter super ossa [re]sidas / ni tenerae aetati tu 

[ve]lis gravis / vale  

Publication: IHC 00235  

Province: Hispania citerior          Place: Trobe  

Sic iusa cun(c)toru(m) pro illo oracio pia si(c) vobis / det d(omi)n(u)s sine fine premia 

digna  

      Similarly, final -c of hic is omitted in at least 98 inscriptions22. 

      The omission of the final -n of non is also documented in ancient times, as in these 

inscriptions22: 

Publication: CIL 11, 00932  

Province: Aemilia / Regio VIII          Place: Modena / Mutina  

]/ e quo / no(n) dolui / du(m) fuit nu(n)c / dolio q(u)i[a] / no(n) est / i(n) fro(n)t(e) 

p(edes) [3] / in ag(ro) p(edes) [  
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Publication: MIRoma-02, 00018  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

Unus deus una fides / unu(m) baptisma sine / quibus no(n) est salus 

Publication: RMD-01, 00069 = RMD-03, p 248 = AE 1976, 00690 

Province: Palaestina          Place: Hebron / Al-Khalil 

…/ pluribusve stipendi(i)s emeritis dimissi / honesta missione quor(um) nomina 

subscripta sunt civitatem Romanam [iis] / qui eorum no(n) haberent dedit et conu/[b]ium 

cum uxoribus quas tunc habuis/sent cum est civitas iis data aut cum / iis qua[s postea] 

duxissent dumtaxat / … 

 

Publication: CIL 12, 00915 (p 819) = CLE 00470 = CAG-13-05, p 578  

Province: Gallia Narbonensis          Place: Arles / Arelate 

Quat valeas (h)abeas pascas mul/tos tu habebes amicos si {h} / aliquit casu alite[r] 

aduxerit / aster aut il(l)i Romai frater e/s aut tu peregre heris(!) et voc/as a(d) cliva quo si 

tu non nosti amicos / adcnoscet(!) homines aeg(er) quos n/o(n) pote sanus porta probat / 

homines ibi {h}est trutina / ultuma(!) vitai(!) aspic(i)ent ex(e)quias / qui s(i) ita ut quit 

evitant et pie/tas {h}il(l)ic paret et qui sit amicus / benificia absenti qui fac(i)et il(l)ic 

ami/[cu]s {h}erit 

 

Publication: DefTab 00221 

Province: Africa proconsularis          Place: Carthago 

]n[3] Se[curus(?)] <q=C>(u)omo[d]o m[3]ra[3] / no(n) potes(t) [contr]a nos 

d(e)r(e)spondere [3]/eca sic no(n) [possint(?)] contra patre(m) meu[(m) […] 

 

Publication: CIL 04, 04133b = CLE +01785 = CLE +02292 

Province: Latium et Campania / Regio I          Place: Pompei 

No(n) e<g=C>o  

 

 

14. Zs 

 

"The presence of the letter Z is unjustifable. This letter ... was only used to represent 

an africate sound sound (dz) that existed in Greek, and, in Vulgar Latin, sometimes, 

for the DJ sound ... the other sibilant (which now we write s) is apical and was that 

which presumably differed from the Latin one, and which, in case some special way 

of annotation would be needed, would have been written with something other than 

S". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

"In Latin it was used to annotate words of Greek origin, such as Zeus ... and in some 

Vulgar texts to reflect the new affricate sounds derived from assimilations of voiced 

sounds plus yod; Zanuarius, Zoviano ... in epigraphic texts or in the note of St. 

Isidore: "solent Itali dicere ozie pro hodie" ... it appears beyond doubt that the use 

of <z> for the dental sibilant and <s> for the alveolar is closely linked to the 

development and writing of these sounds in late medieval and Renaissance Spanish". 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. The arms of the philology28. 
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"The Z was reserved throughout the Empire to a few Greek words (or Eastern ones 

arrived into Latin via Greek) in which it corresponded systematically to voiced 

sibilants: Zeus, etc ... this single detail is more than enough to ensure that we have a 

VERY crude late forgery ... It is absolutely impossible ... the use of <z> for the dorsal 

fricative voiceless sibilants... between the fifteenth and early eighteenth ... the letter 

<z> is adopted (in Castilian and in writing systems derived from it!) ". 

Joseba Lakarra. Report on the alleged ancient Basque inscriptions of Veleia46. 

 

“With regard to the form [of Zs], that of piece No. 13364 (ZVR[e]) shows an 

unknown variant with a central stroke: Ƶ.” 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

 

Fig. 30. Graffito of Iruña-Veleia in Basque (Ref. 1336412) containing two Zs, one of 

them crossed in the middle with a horizontal stroke (Ƶ). 

Comment 

 

The use of z in Basque words is much older than stated in the reports of the Committee. 

In addition to izioqui dugu and ajutu ez dugu in the Emilianense glosses56,57, z is used 

profusely in the “Reja de San Millán”58 (a Latin text written in the 11th century) in names 

of cities derived from common Basque words at the same place of the word as currently 

used: Harrizavallaga, Harrizavalleta, Hazpurua, Hurizahar, Zavalla, Gaztellu, Atazaval, 

etc. In the Donation of the Monastery of Barría59 in Elorrio (a. 1053) written in Latin, ç 

(not s) is used in place of the current z: Olhabeeçahar, Markoçubi, Laçkanu, Uiçkahia, 

Çumelhegui. In the Donation of García Aznárez60 (a. 1055) we read Olazabal, areiznabar 

and zuhaznabar. In the Basque medieval toponymy61 there are also many other Basque 

place names written with z equivalent to the z of current place names. Therefore, it is not 

true that the use of z as is currently employed was unknown before 15th to 18th centuries. 

Apart from this, in Iruña-Veleia z is not consistently used as it is today (e.g. Isar, isan, 

Isena, sera, seure, esquero)12. 

      Regarding the absence of z in the Aquitanian inscriptions, it is important to know 

when they were written. The letter z was first used in Latin in the first century BC, ss 

being used before21,62, taking some time to become widely used, as suggested by the fact 

that in Pompeii (destroyed by the eruption of the Vesuvius in 79 AD) the alphabets lack 

this letter and graffiti rarely contain it (even Zosimus is written as Iosimus)17,18. 

     Moreover, the use of z in Latin inscriptions was much more widespread than stated in 

the reports of the Committee. The z is particularly common in North Africa, where it is 

frequently used in indigenous person names or local place names, as in this inscription 

with four zs in three names22: 

 

Publication: AE 1962, +00182 = AE 1963, 00124 = AE 1964, +00176 

Province: Africa proconsularis          Place: Brighita / Sucub 
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In templ/um Pluton/is factum / porticum / fecerunt / Misre Felicis / Imilis Iamon/is f(ilius) 

Annoi Zaz/ci et Zrubalis / Anonis f(ilius) sufetes / Sucube(n)sium fece/runt Felix Iamo 

/ Bolmicar Ioli Sur/us Zuresius Felicio / Diomede Baliato / Anterotis Fortu/natus 

Diomedis / Assan Cilo Abdili/m Caledius Rusticu/s Ioli Namcido Cad/aius Ibubalis 

An/imus Felix Aesopi / Cadaius sua Eu/primigenius se/cundaes fece/runt queis 

Fortu/natus ad ulinis / Caledii Mutumb/al Nassaius Mis/cadaius Banocilo / suis 

impe(n)sis cum / colum{i}nis trib/us constituerunt  

 

The percentage of Latin inscriptions in Africa Proconsularis in which z is used is 1.88%22, 

which is not significantly different (using Fisher's exact test) to the 2.33% of Iruña-

Veleia12. 

      With regard to the supposedly unknown (according to Gorrochategui) variant of z, 

with a central horizontal stroke, as seen in the graffito of piece No. 13364, it is found with 

relative frequency in inscriptions of Roman times in epigraphic databases (Fig. 31). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31. Zs with horizontal central stroke in ancient inscriptions22. 

 

 

15. Ks 

 

“Corne[lio] written with C, as expected in a Latin name, and the Basque word eskon, 

written with K, an incomprehensible graphic distinction from the point of view of 

Latin epigraphy (since K only was used before a in a few fossilized cases) and only 

understandable from a contemporary Basque graphic standard.” 

Joaquín Gorrochategui. Report of the advisory committee of the Provincial Council of 

Álava on the epigraphic findings of Iruña-Veleia4. 

 

“Esquero (with <QU>, not <Q>!!) and Eskondu (with K, highly unusual in this 

context in Latin) show that the Veleian author has inadvertently used Castilian-

Basque spellings 1000 or 1500 years later (the first one) and, even worse, southern 

Basque spellings later than 1850 or 1900.” 

Joseba Lakarra. Report on alleged ancient Basque inscriptions of Veleia46. 

 

Comment 

 

The use of k in Basque words is much older than proposed in the reports of the Committee. 

In medieval manuscripts of 9th-12th centuries, written in Latin, k is used in non-Latin 

names, including Basque person names, but not in Latin words. Thus, we have the “Reja 

de San Millán”58 (Mizkina, Helkeguren, Andozketa, Kircu, Kineia, Kessala, Cekungau, 

Kerrianu, Guzkiano, Okerhuri) or the donation of the monastery of Barría59 (Uiçkaia, 

Leçkanu, Turanko, Markoçubi), where k is used in names of Basque towns, or the 

Albeldense, Sebastianense and Rotense Chronicles (9th century), where k is used for Arab 

person names or the Basque place name Bizkai (Sebastianense Chronicle)54 or in the 

Cartulary of Nájera63, La Rioja (10th - 12th centuries), where k is used in Castilian or 

Basque place and personal names (Roderikiz, Bekera, Bizkaya, Arakil, Okona, Auka, 

Daroka, Velaskiz, Vekera, Vekaria, Urraka, Henneka, Barrakaniz, etc.). 
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      In early romance texts, k is also used frequently, as in the "Cantilène de Sainte 

Eulalie"49 (a. 881), where we read eskoltet, Krist, kose; in “nodicia of kesos”50,64 of León 

(10th century), which contains the words kesos, ke, cirka and Kastrelo; in the Emilianense 

Glosses57, where we find kadet and kaderat; or in the Cartulary of Valpuesta (Álava) 

(10th-12th centuries), in which kalçata, Petroikane, Kintana, Kilicidi, cuenkas, kintas, 

villakones, kasa are written65. 

     In Latin inscriptions, the use of k is also relatively common. In Hispania Citerior it 

appears in 1.66% inscriptions22, which is similar to the 1.75% in which it appears in the 

graffiti of Iruña-Veleia12. 

      Some examples of the use of k not followed by a in Latin inscriptions are these ones22: 

 

Publication: CIL 05, 03555  

Province: Venetia et Histria / Regio X          Place: Verona  

D(is) M(anibus) / Kattia Augu/stina et Valer(ius) / Mukianus / pa/rentes et Val(e)r(i) / 

fratres Kattianu(s) / Mukianu(s) et Augu/sta posuerunt / ben(e) merenti / Vale(rio) 

Markellino / qui vixit annos / XX VIII mens(es) II di(es) V  

 

Publication: CIL 06, 03050 (p 3080)  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

Markos Aulios / Olympo(s) |(cohortis) VII / bigulu(m) Sebe/riana fe(ci) seba/kiaria  

 

Publication: ICUR-07, 19083  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

Markos qui bisit / annis V me(nse)s IIII / in pace quiescit // "GR" 

 

Publication: ILJug-03, 02630 = Salone-01, 00034  

Province: Dalmatia          Place: Salona  

D(is) M(anibus) / Kornelia(!) Pro/cla Valerio Proc/lo filio in/felicissimo / qui v(i)xit plus 

/ minus annos / XVII bene me(ren)ti / posuit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 32. Kornelia in an ancient Latin inscription. 

 

Publication: AE 2002, 00886  

Province: Britannia          Place: Edgbaston  

Bodukus f(ecit) 

 

Publication: CIL 03, 14367 = ILLPRON 01971 = RIS 00349  

Province: Noricum          Place: Vranje / Celeia  

Maro Tertul(l)i an(norum) LXL / Bononia Secundi/{i}ni an(norum) XXXIII / Marcianus 

an(n)o(rum) LXXXV / Verekun(dus!) (a)n(norum) L  

 

* 
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Publication: CIL 08, 23020,45 = ILCV +03965ff  

Province: Africa proconsularis          Place: Sousse / Hadrumetum  

Urbikus / Akuzr 

 

Publication: CIL 06, 24272  

Province: Roma          Place: Roma  

D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucio) Plautio Heli/o filio qui vi/xit annis duob/us mensibus / X diebus 

XII Iso/krates(!) et Markel/la(!) filio pientissi/mo fece 

 

Publication: ZPE-60-100 = AE 1987, 00964 = AE 1994, 01797 = AE 1996, 01623 = AE 

2001, +01976           EDCS-ID: EDCS-07400693 

Province: Arabia         Place: Qasr al Azraq 

] / per mil(ites) fortiss(imos) suos / legg(ionum) XI <C=K>l(audiae) et VII 

<C=K>l(audiae) / et I Ita(licae) et IIII Fl(aviae) et / I Ill(yricorum) praetensione / 

col(l)i<g=C>ata mil(itibus) suis ex / leg(ione) III Kyr(enaica!) a Bostra / Dasianis m(ilia) 

XVI et / a Basienis Amata XXXII / et ab Amata Dymata / m(ilia) p(assuum) CCVIII 

 

  
Fig. 33. Kl(audiae) and Kyrenaica in an ancient Latin inscription. 
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16. Letter forms. 

 

 
Fig. 34. Letters of graffiti of Iruña-Veleia12 (I-V) compared with letters of graffiti of 

Pompeii18 (P), Ostia Antica66 (O), Segobriga67 (S), La Cabañeta68 (LC) and the 

Vindolanda tablets69 (V). 

 

Comment 

 

It is surprising that in none of the reports of the Committee comments were made on the 

ancient forms of some letters of the Iruña-Veleia’s graffiti, which are very different from 

those used today and much like those used in ancient Roman times, as those of graffiti of 

Pompeii18, Segobriga67, or Ostia Antica66, or of the Vindolanda tablets69, some of which 

are shown in Figure 34. 

      Among the paleographic parallels, we find two Iberian Es (with oblique rather than 

horizontal parallel strokes, and the vertical stroke protruding above the upper oblique 

stroke) in the middle of a Latin text in the graffito of piece 11415, which are very similar 

to the Iberian Es appearing in the middle of the Latin text of the plate IV of "Itinerario de 

barro"70. The authenticity of the Itinerario de Barro was strongly questioned by several 

 
 I-V   I-V    I-V        I-V         I-V      P           P        P          O         O 

 
   I-V       I-V           P              V          S               S               I-V       LC 

 
   I-V       I-V       I-V     I-V        P      P         O         I-V           I-V       O         S        

  
  I-V      I-V           P        I-V      I-V        I-V        S      P     P     P      P         P 

        
     I-V             P          P             V            I-V     I-V   I-V       P      P       O   

 
       I-V               I-V             O              O               I-V         I-V        S              S       
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authors until an article was published in 2012 in which its ancient age (around 3rd century 

AD) was demonstrated by thermoluminescence71 (although thermoluminescence only 

dates the time when the piece was baked, the forms of the grooves show that the text was 

engraved before baking; additionally, the clay tablets were apparently made for the sole 

purpose of writing on them). (The Iberian Es of piece No. 11425 are not the only Iberian 

signs of Iruña-Veleia. There is also an Iberian I in the middle of a Basque text written 

with Latin letters on piece No. 1339772 and isolated Iberian signs in other pieces73.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 35. Iberian Es in plate No. 4 of the “Itinerario de Barro” (left)71 and piece No. 11425 

of Iruña-Veleia  (ENIIAS ANQVISIIS / ET VENVS FILI) (right)12.          

  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The facts and arguments discussed in this and other articles by other authors13,14,74 show 

that the apparent linguistic and onomastic anomalies observed in the graffiti of Iruña-

Veleia, which, according to the DFA Committee’s reports4,10,28,42,50 are incompatible with 

an ancient date and, therefore, would show that the graffiti are forgeries, are perfectly 

explicable as spelling variants or errors documented in ancient Latin inscriptions. Not 

only this, but they also indicate that if the graffiti are false, the forgers should have had 

an incredibly high degree of erudition. They should have known of the existence of 

inscriptions such as Secuanus/a (written with c only in four Latin inscriptions), Dalia 

(documented only in one ancient inscription), spelling variants found in Latin of 

Antiquity, such as p for ph (as in Nepertiti, Nepertati) or u for i (as in Virgunie), the use 

of nonetymological postconsonantic hs (as in Ioshe, Ieshu, Pather), the diphthongation 

of o or silent u of cu in late Latin (as in cuore), the gemmination of v (as in novva), the -

o ending of nominative in late Latin9,21,34, the nominative of aposition32,33 (as in Venus 

fili), the presence of the names Marcos and Mateo in Latin inscriptions13, the name Pluton 

in Latin texts14, the spellings Eneas for Aeneas13 and fili for filius, the abreviation Corne, 

the shapes of letters in Roman times and faithfully reproducing them in the pieces of 

Iruña-Veleia, the use in Antiquity of II for E, of Is similar to Js13, of Zs with a middle 

horizontal stroke, and of interpunction signs shaped as commas13,75, the grammatical 

errors of Vulgar Latin, the symbolism and iconography of early Christianity76, the 

Biblical text in depth77, the existence of Greek authors hardly known today, such as 

Nicostratus or Nicarchus, the frequent use of z and k in ancient Latin inscriptions, the 

work Aegyptiaca of Manetho in Greek in detail, and the hypothesis of the lack of ergative 

in ancient Basque78. Gathering such an extensive and varied knowledge requires a large 

team of experts with advanced and highly specialized academic training in multiple 

disciplines, constituted exclusively for the purpose of producing the forgeries of Iruña-

Veleia (since there is no record of similar forgeries before or after the Iruña-Veleia 

findings), without the apparent intention of obtaining any benefit. Such a scenario defies 

imagination. 
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       The absence of all mention in the Committee’s reports of the huge difficulties posed 

by the forgery hypothesis evidences the existence of biases and prejudices that places 

them far away from the required objectivity that should rule all scientific evaluations. In 

the process of scientific assesment of a new finding, all hypotheses that can explain it 

should be considered, and after weighting the pros and cons of each of them, the most 

probable should be favored. In case that none of the hypotheses obtains a sufficient 

support after the initial analyses, the most prudent and reasonable attitude would be to 

wait until more data and expert opinions are obtained, which could make inclining the 

balance to one side or the other, and, meanwhile, avoiding making categorical 

pronouncements. The hypothesis to consider on the findings of Iruña-Veleia are 

essentially two: that they are authentic or that they are false2,14. And here we face a 

dilemma, since both hypotheses pose serious difficulties. The authenticity hypothesis, 

because some of the findings are not documented in ancient times, which caused an 

understandable perplexity to the Committee’s members, who found themselves facing 

serious difficulties to fit them within their schemes of historical, philological or 

epigraphic knowledge, forcing them to abandon these schemes, solidly implanted in their 

minds, in case of accepting the authenticity of the findings. In view of these difficulties, 

some of the Committee’s members, instead of requesting more analyses or expert 

opinions, chose a radical and surprising solution: atributing all findings to a large-scale 

forgery. But what those who took this position failed to consider is the many and huge 

problems posed by the forgery hypothesis, which include: 1) the extraordinary rareness 

of archaeological forgeries found in a professional archaeological excavation, with no 

parallels existing in contemporaneous times approaching the magnitude of that proposed 

for Iruña-Veleia27; 2) the huge logistical difficulties to carry out such massive forgery, 

requiring a "falsifying team" with a large workforce and perfectly organized, constituted 

exclusively to perform the forgery of Iruña-Veleia, with advanced knowledge in many 

disciplines, including Vulgar Latin, ancient Latin epigraphy, Basque historical linguistics, 

Egyptology with specialization in Greco-Roman era, history, mythology and literature of 

the Greco-Roman world, symbolism and iconography of early Christianity, biblical 

studies with a detailed knowledge of the New Testament’s text, and techniques of 

artificial aging of archaeological pieces, dedicated during months to years to prepare and 

implement such a forgery, needing a very high level of funding to do it; 3) the difficulty 

of placing such a high number of forged pieces at the excavation site or at the site where 

the pieces are deposited with none of the members of the archaeological team noticing it; 

4) the absolute lack of explantion for the forgery9: who performed it and with what 

purpose; 5) the unbelievable level of erudition needed to make many of the graffiti, even 

greater than that of the Committee’s experts14; 6) the apparent lack of obvious parallels 

of the contents of some graffiti with anything known in ancient or modern times (except, 

perhaps, for a few highly specialized experts): as explained by Hector Iglesias14, a forger 

usually tries to imitate something which is known, pretending to pass off what is false as 

authentic, not to create something with the appearance of being completely new and 

unrecognizable. In short, with the same detail and profusion with which the authors of the 

reports describe the difficulties that raise the hypothesis of authenticity, they should have 

proceeded likewise with the opposed hypothesis, that of massive fraud, and after 

weighting all pros and cons, they should have reached a conclusion, or not reached one 

while waiting for new analyses. However, they failed to do such a thing: all along their 

reports, from the beginning to the end, their arguments always point to a single direction, 

that of forgery, without stopping not even a moment to consider that, although the 

authenticity hypothesis poses important (but not unsurmountable) difficulties, that of 

massive forgery is absolutely unlikely.  
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        Apart from these considerations, the process of evaluation of the findings of Iruña-

Veleia has developed with multiple and serious irregularities, unacceptable in any normal 

process of scientific evaluation. If such a process had been flawless, its results would have 

been much more credible, but, due to these iregularities, it cannot be at all said that 

definitively "science has already made a pronouncement" on the findings of Iruña-Veleia 

and there remains nothing more to say. The fact is that science still has to make a 

pronouncement on these findings. Some of the irregularities and abnormalities are the 

following: 

1) The committee constituted by the DFA was a scientific “advisory” committee, whose 

function was to give advice to the archaeologists, not to assess the authenticity or 

falsehood of the findings. If the advisory committee had found sufficient indications to 

suspect the existence of fraud, a proper process of scientific assessment should have been 

started to investigate the authenticity or falsehood of the findings, which has not been 

carried out. 

2) The chairperson of the Committee occupied a political position, when the responsible 

for directing and coordinating the scientific evaluation process, selecting the evaluators 

and writing the final conclusions should have been an expert of renowned prestige in one 

of the major disciplines involved in the study of the findings. 

3) The composition of the team of experts was strongly biased, with selection criteria 

being used which were improper for a process of scientific evaluation. First, according to 

citizenship: 13 of the 16 authors of reports were Spanish. In a normal process of scientific 

evaluation, citizenship should never be a criterion for selection of the referees. Second, 

according to institution: 10 of the 16 experts came from the University of the Basque 

Country. This is absolutely unheard of in any serious process of scientific evaluation, in 

which the best experts should be chosen, regardless of their nationality or institution; 

moreover, it is important that they come from different institutions, in order to ensure the 

independence of the evaluations, avoiding mutual influences, professional dependences, 

or the influence of certain schools of thought centered on certain institutions. 

4) It is important that there are multiple experts for each of the relevant disciplines for the 

study of the findings. Among the findings of Iruña-Veleia, graffiti with inscriptions in 

Vulgar Latin constitute a large majority, but, however, the Committee lacked Latinists 

specialized in Vulgar Latin of the late Roman Empire, the time in which the findings were 

stratigraphically dated. For the study of the graffiti of Egyptian themes, which are among 

the most controversial, there was a single expert (Joaquín Gorrochategui, even though he 

expressed his opinion on the graffiti of Egyptian themes in his report, is not an 

Egyptologist). The Committee didn’t have among its members any archaeometrist of 

international prestige (whose opinion was later requested by Joaquín Gorrochategui), 

which is inexplicable, since archaeometry is viewed as the most decisive of sciences for 

dating controversial archaeological findings. 

5) In every process of scientific evaluation it is essential that evaluations be independent. 

To ensure independence, it is necessary that the evaluators don’t have access to the reports 

of their colleagues until the evaluation process is finished, and even that they don’t know 

who the other evaluators are. Only in this way can mutual influences and interferences be 

avoided. In this case this rule has not been followed: the fact that they have met to discuss 

the findings many times and that most of them belong to the same institution has led to 

mutual influences. This is evident from the cites that they make of each other in their 

reports and by the strange coincidence in the errors in the readings or interpretations of 

the graffiti, such as the alleged presence of the name "Descartes", the erroneous 

attribution of the authorship of the sentence "homo proponit sed Deus disponit" to 

Thomas à Kempis, the interpretation of Deidre as a modern Celtic name, the interpretation 
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of Galimatea as a supposed Gallicism related to "galimatías" or the incorrect readings of 

virgine for virgunie or virgunei (Fig. 24), of Denoc for Denos or of corduniai for cordu 

mai (Fig. 36). 

 

             

Fig 36. CORDV MAI. Ref. 1395812. The M of MAI is almost identical to the M of 

MARCVS (Ref. 10999), and there is a wide space between V and M. 

 

6) In the selection of evaluators of a controversial finding, those having a previously 

formed opinion on the finding should be excluded (for the same reason that judges or jury 

members who have formed opinions on the guilt or innocence of the accused should be 

excluded from a trial). Among the members of the Committee, there were at least two, 

Lakarra and Gorrochategui, who publicly expressed their strong suspicions of forgery 

before writing their reports, and Lakarra makes it clear in his report that before joining 

the Committee he was sure of the falsehood of the findings (why did he accept becoming 

a member of a committee constituted for the scientific advice on the findings of Iruña-

Veleia, considering that for him since June 2006 these findings were “no more a scientific 

problem, and had become one of a very different nature, concerning police and law”45?). 

Both should have been excluded as evaluators.  

7) Another usual criterion for exclusion in a process of scientific assessment is the 

existence of conflicts of interest. This is applicable at least in the case of the archaeologist 

Julio Núñez, who was designated director of the archaeological excavations of Iruña-

Veleia after the ejection of the previous team of archaeologists. This designation was a 

predictable possibility in case that the Committee would pronounce against the 

authenticity of the findings. And even if it was not, Professor Núñez should have declined 

the offer of becoming director of the excavations, in order to dispel any doubt on his 

honesty and on the existence of any conflict of interest in the writing of his report. 

8) Once all reports had been received, the chairperson of the evaluating commitee should 

have written a global report, reasoned in detail, based on all the individual reports. This 

report, along with the reports of the evaluators, should have been sent to the 

archaeologists of Iruña-Veleia, in order to allow them the possibility of responding in a 

reasonable time to the criticisms that they might have received, including the possibility 

of consulting with other experts. Once such response was received, the chairperson of the 

evaluating committee should have issued a final report with the assessment and specific 

recommendations based on the proposals contained in the reports, which should have 

received the formal approval of the members of the Committee. In this case, these 

procedures were not followed, the excavation licence being immediately rescinded 

without allowing any possibility of defense to the archaeologists.   

9) The DFA has not followed the recommendations of the authors of the reports. Dominic 

Perring, the British archaeologist, said in his report that the last word on the findings 

should await for the publication and peer-review by leading international scholars, as well 

as for scientific tests to be conducted on the objects found1. However, none of the experts 

of the Committee nor their external advisors have published any scientific article on the 

findings of the Iruña-Veleia nor have the the adequate scientific tests on the objects been 

conducted. Regarding the lack of publications, it is difficult to explain that, despite that 

the alleged forgery would be absolutely extraordinary, probably the greatest in the history 

of modern professionals archaeology (there are many "archaeological" forgeries, but none 
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that approaches this size - around 400 graffiti - made in an excavation carried out by 

professional archaeologists - almost all so-called archaeological forgeries come from 

contexts foreign to a professional archaeological excavation11), none of the authors of the 

reports of the Committee nor those who support their views have published in any 

scientific journal on such finding (paradoxically - excluding scientific communications at 

conferences or meetings - the only two scientific articles published on the findings of 

Iruña-Veleia point towards their authenticity47,73). How can it be explained that such an 

alleged extraordinary forgery has not been the subject of any scientific publication? Two 

possible explanations can be entertained: (1) the authors of the reports have realized the 

weaknesses of their arguments, which would be in all respects inadequate for a scientific 

publication, or of errors in their reports, and therefore they decided not to submit any 

article for publication to prevent such weaknesses to become manifest and to be the object 

of criticisms by other researchers; (2) they submitted their articles for publication, but 

they were rejected by the reviewers due to the weaknesses of their arguments, their errors, 

or their poor scientific quality. A second recommendation of Dominic Perring was to 

conduct control excavations in Iruña-Veleia by an independent team of archaeologists 

(which coincides with the recommendation of Professor Rodríguez Colmenero2), in order 

to verify whether similar findings are reproduced or not. This recommendation has also 

failed to be implemented, since the excavations currently made by the archaeologist Julio 

Núñez and his team do not fulfill the minimal conditions of objectivity and impartiality 

required in this case, as they are led by someone who has previously expressed his 

negative opinion on the authenticity of the findings. Finally, both Dominic Perring1 and 

the archaeologist Edward C. Harris26 have praised in their reports the high professional 

standards with which the archaeological excavations of Iruña-Veleia have been 

performed. The DFA, by expelling the archaeologists from the excavation site (an action 

which was not proposed nor suggested in any of the reports), has acted against the 

evaluations made by these renowned archaeologists, which are the first that should be 

considered for the assessment of the work carried out by the archaeological team of Iruña-

Veleia.  

      Finally, it should be pointed out that some members of the Committee have publicly 

rectified what they wrote in their reports or have expressed their dissatisfaction on the 

evaluation process in which they have participated. Such is the case of Joaquín 

Gorrochategui, who doubted his reading of “Descartes” and said that his opinions “can 

be refuted by other persons or by another committee” (thus contradicting his absolute 

security on the falsehood of the findings expressed in his report4) and requested the 

intervention of the world’s best archaeometrists (“let the best archaeometrists in the world 

come and say something”5). Also Isabel Velázquez, in a round table at the Complutense 

University of Madrid, rectified the reading “Descartes” and many other opinions 

expressed in her report, and said that the graffiti “one by one”, “could have been”, but she 

finds that the “set” is problematic9. Finally, Joseba Lakarra asserted that the debate on 

Veleia “has not been closed well” and among the reasons he points to the lack of 

publications on the findings in scientific journals6. 

      Due to the multitude of irregularities, the numerous contradictions in and between the 

reports of the DFA’s committee, their many errors13,14, the subsequent rectifications by 

their authors, the disagreements expressed by various authors from different fields with 

such reports, and the inexplicable lack of scientific publications on the findings of Iruña-

Veleia by the experts who analyzed them, the need is imposed to proceed to a proper 

scientific evaluation of such findings. This evaluation should rigorously conform to the 

standards and rules usually required for any serious scientific evaluation. Those taking 

part in it should be leading international experts whose competence, independence and 
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lack of conflicts of interest would be beyond a shadow of a doubt, which should include 

experts in all disciplines relevant to the study of findings, among them experts in Vulgar 

Latin, Egyptologists and archaeometrists. In this scientific evaluation, physical tests will 

be essential, whose performance was proposed in the reports by two of the members of 

the DFA’s committee, the philologist Joaquín Gorrochategui, who publicly asked for the 

intervention of archaeometrists5, and the archaeologist Dominic Perring, who suggested 

conducting scientific tests on the objects1, as well as in other reports by authors outside 

of the Committee14,79. Such tests were decissive in other controversial archaeological 

findings, in some cases to support their authenticity80-84 and in others their falsehood85,86. 

The authenticity of the Palaeolithic cave paintings of Altamira, initially rejected or 

questioned by the most renowned sages and experts of the time, took more than two 

decades to be accepted due to the lack of archaeometric dating methods at the time of 

their discovery. Today there is a large array of sophisticated archaeometric methods 

available to estimate the age of an object and even the incisions made on them. These 

methods can at minimum determine with almost absolute certainty whether these 

incisions are recent or not, and, therefore, to verify whether the hypothesis of recent 

forgery proposed by some members of the DFA’s committee is correct or not. Finally, as 

pointed by Dominic Perring, the last word on the authenticity or falsehood of the findings 

should have to wait for peer-reviewed publication of scientific studies by leading 

international scholars1. Only in this way it will be possible to begin to dispel the doubts 

and to resolve the disputes surrounding the findings of Iruña-Veleia. 
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